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The Islamic State (2003 - 2014+)
The Messenger of Allah (peace be on him) said 1,435 years ago:

It is reported in Musnad Ahmad [17680]

The Prophethood will last among you for as long as Allah (God) wills, then Allah would take it away.

Then it will be (followed by) a Khilafah [caliphate] *Rashidah* (rightly guided) according to the ways of the Prophethood. It will remain for as long as Allah wills, then Allah would take it away.

Afterwards there will be a hereditary leadership which will remain for as long as Allah wills, then He will lift it if He wishes.

Afterwards, there will be biting oppression, and it will last for as long as Allah wishes, then He will lift it if He wishes.

Then there will be a Khilafah al-Rashidah [Guided Caliphate] according to the ways of the Prophethood,

then he kept silent.
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Dawlat al-Islam

the Islamic State

..return of the Khilafah (Global Caliphate)

The Black Flag of the Islamic State which says:
‘there is no god but Allah’ & the seal of Prophethood; ‘Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.’

‘..there will be forceful tyrants,
& then -
there will be Khilafah, on the way of Prophethood.’

- Prophet Muhammad (saws)
[Musnad Ahmad]

“(This matter (Islam) will keep spreading as far as the night and day reach, until Allah will not leave a house made of mud or hair, but will make this religion enter it..”
The beginning: Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi (1966-2006) -
the man who sowed the seed of the Caliphate.

His childhood:

Abu Mus'ab al-Zarqawi [literally: Father of the Tough/Strong] was born in 1966 (shaheed: 2006). His real name was Ahmed Fadeel al-Khalayleh but was known as al-Zarqawi because he was born in al-Zarqa, a city near the capital of Jordan, Amman.

He was raised in a poor family and was from a Bedouin tribe, which explains why he was of a tough and strong character (as will be seen later). He was extremely loved by his father, but at the age of 15 - his father died (in 1984). This made Abu Mus'ab extremely depressed, and caused him to turn to the streets and local gangs doing crimes. It was during this time that he would be caught by the police and locked up in jail, and that is when he first started to learn about Islam properly. In 1988, he was released from prison and started attending a Salafi Jihadi masjid.

Abu Mus'ab - the Jihadi:

This is when news of the Jihad of Afghanistan against the Soviet Russians was at its peak in the Arab world (due to Abdullah Azzam, Osama bin Laden and their supporters' successes in Afghan [see their story in the ebook: Black Flags from the East]). Abu Mus'ab, having learnt of the news of Jihad, set off to Afghanistan to help the oppressed Muslims there. One of the fighters in Afghanistan said about Abu Mus'ab - 'He was a quiet guy who didn't talk much, but he was brave. Zarqawi doesn't know the meaning of fear.'

Wounded several times, al-Zarqawi seemed "to place himself in the middle of the most dangerous situations." Due to the successes of the mujahideen (fighters) in Afghanistan in expelling the Russians, Abu Mus'ab returned back to Jordan. Here he would try to stop the evils of society with his hands, in one instance he intended to destroy a cinema which was showing adult rated movies. In another case, the police caught him carrying 7 hand grenades, so he was imprisoned once again.

'Emir in Prison'.

In Prison, al-Zarqawi became an Emir (commander) and also a religious leader of the prisoners there (many who were also mujahideen from Afghan). Here he spent many hours memorising the Qur'an and told his followers what to do."He decided who would cook, who would do the laundry, who would lead the readings of the Qur'an," journalist Abdullah Abu Rumman, a journalist who served time with Zarqawi, said. "He was extremely protective of his followers, and extremely tough with prisoners outside his group."
In 1999, Jordan’s King Abdullah II declared an amnesty, and al-Zarqawi was released, but soon the Jordanian government began to suspect him of involvement in plans to bomb hotels of Christians and Israelis’ in Jordan. The plan was foiled, and al-Zarqawi escaped the country for Pakistan (bordering Afghanistan), hoping to go there and join the new Jihad of the 90s in Chechnya. Instead he was arrested in Pakistan for having an expired visa. Forced to leave the country, he entered Afghanistan. Equipped with a letter of introduction from a Jordanian scholar, he was taken to the city of Kandahar (the Taliban capital in Afghanistan) where he would make his own training camp and armed group.

**Abu Mus’ab in Afghanistan:**

Afghanistan was the only land in the world where Mujahideen from around the world could train in paramilitary training, learning how to use arms, weapons, explosives, acts of sabotage and guerilla warfare. The Taliban gave the Arabs free reign to make their own training camps as a ‘payback favour’ for supporting them in their Jihad (struggle) against the Russians.

Osama bin Laden gave Abu Mus'ab $40,000 to make his own training camp in the deserts of Herat (a province in Western Afghanistan). Once again al-Zarqawi emerged as a natural leader; his band of followers grew from about 20 to some 3,000 men between early 2000 and the American invasion of Afghanistan in late 2001 (within only 1year!).

As al-Zarqawi’s influence grew, money and guns flowed his way. He was summoned to Osama bin Laden’s headquarters in Kandahar five times to swear allegiance to al-Qaida, but refused each time. "He never followed the orders of others," a former fighter in the Herat camp said. "I never heard him praise anyone apart from the Prophet [Muhammad] (saws), this was Abu Mus'ab's character. He never followed anyone."

**The Escape after 9/11:**

September 11th 2001 (9/11) shook world history, Afghanistan would be invaded once again and the Taliban would lose the power they had just gained over the entire country. (see ebook: Black Flags from the East for more info.)

Massive ‘daisy-cutter’ bombs weighing 1.5 tonnes would fall down on the Afghan people. They did not distinguish between the armed Taliban man nor the civilian. Millions would be killed. Many Arab fighters with Osama bin Laden, aswell as Abu Mus’ab and his men would fight the invasion, but who could they fight? It was just massive American Aerial bombing from the skies. There was no guerilla war, no man to shoot at, it was just massacre falling from the sky everywhere. al-Zarqawi and his men joined with the Arab-Afghan men to fight the invasion. But due to the heavy aerial bombardment - Al-Zarqawi was wounded in the chest when a building that was bombed by American planes collapsed on top of him. Many Arabs and Afghan mujahideen decided to escape into the mountains and caves of Afghanistan for refuge. This was a natural fortified protection against Aerial bombardment. Here the Taliban would regroup, while many Arab fighters escaped to other countries to make their own armed groups in the desert areas of their home countries. (It is through this that groups like Al-Qaidah Arabian Peninsula [AQAP], Al-Qa’idah Islamic Maghrib (AQIM), Al-Qa’idah Iraq (AQI), TTP (Tehreek e Taliban Pakistan, and many others would be born in the mid 2000s).
Abu Mus’ab in Iraq:

In December of 2001, Abu Mus’ab and a group of about 300 followers slipped out of Afghanistan and crossed into Iran (neighbouring West Afghanistan). al-Zarqawi moved between Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, the autonomous northern Iraq region of Kurdistan, and southern Iraq's "Sunni triangle" region, collecting fighters and money. His motivations were diverse. For some time, his primary aim was to form an Islamic force that would eventually overthrow Jordan government (which defends Israel's borders). He worked along an Iraq Sunni group called Ansar al-Islam (Helpers of Islam) to expand his co-operation with Sunnis' in Iraq. It was during this time that America threatened to attack Iraq for its 'Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)'s which Saddam Hussein supposedly held. In reality, America greedily wanted to invade Iraq for its huge reserves of oil. As America rallied ahead to invade Iraq in addition to Afghanistan, Abu Mus’ab’s men were increasing in number in the deserts and streets. The city of Fallujah would be Abu Mus’ab’s power base during the American invasion of Iraq in 2003.

The ‘Sunni Triangle’ in Iraq where most of the violence has been since the American invasion:
Iraq (2003 - 2011+):

Iraq 2003-2011: American Tanks entered into Baghdad in 2003, Saddam Hussein’s statue was toppled, and Iraq fell into chaos.

America (the USA) had toppled the Sunni dominated regime within weeks, and the US troops were in high morale, the Iraqi’s would accept their army with open arms and flowers, at least that’s what they thought. But things would be different than expected...

Once the Sunni dominated Baathist (Arab nationalistic) regime of Saddam was toppled, the Shi’a majority who faced oppression from Saddam came to the scene to pick up power.

The Shi’a Rawaaﬁd of Iraq, & betrayal:

The Shi’a at the beginning displayed strong voices against the US occupation. But since Saddam’s (Sunni) population was mainly being targeted, the Shi’a had an idea. Sistani, a famous 'Ayatollah' ('spiritual leader' of the Shi’a) said it would be better to 'not cause a civil war' (some reports suggest he was payed a few million dollars as a bribe by the US to give such a fatwa). So, just like the Shi’a of earlier times in Islamic history, they sided with the occupiers and began to commit extreme aggression against; the Sunni fighters, the Sunni women, and even took over Mosques belonging to Sunnis’. Shi’a fighters began forming alliances with the US troops, arriving in US tanks to fight against any Iraqi Sunni resistance by Saddam loyalists, or Islamic based groups. Many Saddam loyalists took up arms to defend themselves against the American invasion, soon to be followed by Islamic resistance groups, with the likes of Ansar al-Sunnah, and a group called Tawhid wa al Jihad. A civil war would soon begin. The Sunni population had to defend themselves against the Shi’a majority.
Prison-Breaks:

Many innocent Sunni Muslims whose family members had resisted the Americans and Shi’a were captured in notorious prisons like Abu Ghraib where women were raped by US led soldiers, the famous letter of Abu Ghraib from a Muslim woman can be found on Youtube even today. They complain to the Muslim fighters to destroy the prison in its entirety for the prisoners, since death is better than humiliation for the Muslim women.

The Islamic Fighters did respond and staged awesome attacks to destroy it. There are spectacular stories of one person performing a 'martyrdom-operation' (exploding a bomb be attached to his body) next to the gates of the prison. Followed by this new open passageway where armed fighters storm the prison, shoot any guards while the prisoners revolt and possibly even snatch the weapons of the guards. They were then able to escape prison and rejoin the insurgency cause.

This tactic spread to Afghanistan too, a case in 2011 shows how the Taliban dug a 1 kilometre tunnel from Taliban countryside territory, towards the Prison. They then attacked and stormed the prison from the outside, distracting the guards while the prisoners escaped through the Tunnel back to Taliban territory.

The civil war begins:

Men who were part of the Saddam Baathist regime had left their army posts and fled, they feared for their lives now that being members of the army was a threat for them (from both the US army and the Shi’a). Those who had been oppressed amongst the Shi’a would soon come after these ex-Saddam army men. This made them turn to religion, Islamist Sunni fighters, and God for support. The peak of the Sunni-Salafi resistance in AQI would reach its peak in 2006-7 when they had over 60,000 Sunni men fighting by their side against US led forces and the Shi’a of southern Iraq.

Saddam's men were preparing for a US led war in advance. They had cached millions of tonnes of Weapons and explosives underground in different areas of North Western Iraq (Sunni dominated). They had opened their borders up to anyone wanting to help them fight the invasion, and this is when many Muslim veterans from Afghanistan entered into Iraq.

Some would train in Syria and enter into Iraq as 'fishermen' (for legitimacy and secrecy), and then would join the contacts they had been informed of (from Syria) into Iraq.

Thousands of people joined the ranks to fight against the US led invasion, from men in neighbouring countries, to families, wives, couples and even children. They were taught how to wear 'martyrdom operation' belts (attaching a bomb around the waist and exploding it by flicking on a switch). The range of people i.e. women or children made it extremely difficult for the US armies to detect who could be a potential attacker. Thousands of US soldiers were killed.

Behind the scenes was a group of Muslim Arab militia, they had left the mountains of Afghanistan and were now training in urban warfare in the streets of Iraq. Unlike Afghanistan which has many mountains and forests, Iraq has alot of cities, streets, and desert land. These men had been given protection by Saddam Hussein in return that they support some of his efforts, both would benefit from each other because both were Sunni Muslims’ and Arabs. This militia was known as Tawhid wa al-Jihad (Belief in 1 God [it can also be translated as 'Unity'], and the Jihad (war Struggle), to be led
by the famous, feared Abu Mus’ab al Zarqawi.

'I tell my brothers to join this struggle (Jihad) to liberate the land of the Two rivers (Iraq) from the (American) Crusaders.' would be the words of every fighter.

*Boom* was the sound which echoed throughout Iraq over the next decade and beyond.

This group of Arab guerilla veterans (from Afghanistan) would start a new guerilla campaign against the US led forces. Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi – the head of Tawhid wal Jihad (soon to be renamed Al Qa’idah in Iraq [the Jihad Base in Iraq] after Abu Mus’ab pledged allegiance to Osama bin Laden.) Their agenda would be – to recruit even more Sunni youth to fight against the American invader, and especially the treacherous Shi’a.

(Pictured: Flag of Al Qa’idah Iraq [AQI] which has the Islamic testimony of faith on it: ‘there is no god but Allah, Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.’)
Abu Mus‘abs speech:

“All praise be to Allah granting might to his religion with his victory, lowering the infidels with his supremacy. Sorting circumstances by his order; Plotting against the disbelievers with his power; He who alternated the days with his divine justice.

And peace be upon who Allah raised the minaret of Islam with his sword.

My treasured nation,

I am conversing to you not with falsehoods, hoping to find with you open ears and wise hearts, for the honest man does not deceive his family.

The crusade enemy, when invading Iraq, meant to control this nation and reinforce the Zionist state, from the Nile to the Euphrates. However, Allah granted your sons the Mujahedeen strength by standing firm before the strongest crusaders attack on the Islamic land.

They stood strong against this attack for over three years, spending their souls and their wealth. They stood against this massive military, media, and economical attack not for anything except to defend you, your religion, your sons, and your honor.

Allah dispersed the enemies’, after their defeat became clearer to those who had eyesight and a clear vision.

Here are your sons, by the grace of Allah, indulging into one battle after another, and attack after attack; they by the will of Allah hold the upper hand in the battle field now.

If it wasn’t for the continuous and ongoing media silence, you would’ve seen amazing victories. By Allah it is the successes and the victories coming to us, and you my nation should thank Allah for this great bounty, that Allah prepared a group of your sons the Mujahedeen defending you and protecting your honor, otherwise the Sunnah in Iraq would’ve been in between a hated crusade and
the betraying Shi’a. And the women of the Sunnah would have been on the laps of the crusades and
the betraying Shi’a; as we all remember what happened in Abu Ghraib and the interior ministry.

My treasured nation;

We are in Iraq a stone throw from the Masjed AlAqsa (Palestine), we fight in Iraq and our eyes are
on Alqsa which will never be freed except with a guiding Quraan and a prevailing sword; “but
enough is your Lord to guide and to help” (Alforqan:31)

The history and experience had showed that you have no one after Allah except your Mujahedeen
sons; they are your protection, your strong shield, and your beating heart. They become happy to
your happiness and sad to your sadness; they stay up all night for your protection and have jealousy
for you. Their hearts burst in sorrow for your state, and their tongues never stop chanting: O’ Allah
lift the state of humiliation and defeat away from my nation, O’ Allah bring back victory to my
nation.

As for the American administration, and to its chairman the cross banner’s holder Bush, we say to
him and to whoever is swimming in his space from the Jews and the crusades and form the Shiites
and others, we say that you will never be safe in the Islamic lands, and by Allah you will never feel
secured so long we still have a beating nerve and a moving eyelash.

Previously, our leader Osama Bin Laden may Allah protect him, had offered you a long truce. It
could’ve been better for you and those who are with you if you’d have accepted, but your arrogance
pushed you to refuse. Here you are today, running from east to west trying to find solutions,
like Allah describes the insane person “He will not stand except as the one who stands as though the
shaytan by his touch has driven him to madness” (Albaqarah:275). You turned to be a grave liar,
betraying your own people that everything is under control, and then soon everyone finds out about
your lies and so on. You became like the one who’s treating himself from alcohol by alcohol. You
were never at any time truthful with yourself or your people, although some truth was found in your
great grandparents who you are fully detached from.

Why don’t you show the truth about your soldiers and their weakness in the struggle?

Why don’t you tell your people about the continuous suicides amongst your soldiers?

Why don’t you tell your people that your soldiers can never go to sleep unless they take the
hallucinating and drugs? So they become like cattle driven by your war generals, the Neozionists, to
the fate of death and suicide.

Why don’t you tell your people about the fleeing of your soldiers and the disobedience among your
troops?

Listen you grave liar and insolent one; your dreams will never come true, our blood and bodies are
between you and your dreams. And what is coming your way is much greater than what passed, by
the will of Allah.
The game of rotten democracy that you brought to Iraq, after you gave hope to people about freedom, happiness, and the economical/personal security; all of these lies went with the winds and will never come back by the will of Allah.

There we see you today, trying with all what you got to bring together the clusters, the parties, the partners from your tails to bring about a handicapped government that it might pull you out from your crucial pitfall.

We believe that any government you place in Iraq, whether be it from the betrayal Shiites or Zionist Kurds, or the traitors from the Sunnis; it will only be an apostate government that will aid the crusades, and it came only to be a poisoned dagger stabbed in the heart of the Islamic Nation.

America learned today that its planes, tanks, momentous troops, and its followers from the Shiites army will never be able to finalize the battle with Mujahedeen. Therefore, it’s trying to surround the Jihad by pushing its tails from those who are counted as Sunnis’, those who accepted to play the role and be a rope that tightens around the Sunni’s necks and pull the Americans from their defeat. They used those who use the Democratic Islamic slogans as a mask to spread their masters’ propaganda on the importance of organizing the military and the police, and confuse the Muslims with their mixed messages injecting poison in honey, forgetting intentionally or not that every occupier through out history used a cover up face from the occupied to use them, in order to establish a solid base and steal the wealth of the country and its people.

Allah has said: “And he amongst you that turns to them (for friendship) is of them” (Quran 5:51)

That is by constituting for this life and the hereafter.

And Allah has said: “for Pharaoh and Haman and (all)- their hosts were Men of evil” (28:8)

Therefore, we repeat our warning to whoever is trying to reorganize and spread the military and the police forces, which was established only to be a tool for the occupier in their bigger plan, and to implement laws other than the law of Allah.

Be extremely aware, those who join these apostate forces have nothing with us except the sharp swords, and between them and us will be nothing except grave days and nights.

Allah has said;” Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah, and those who reject faith fight in the cause of evil: so fight ye against the friends of Satan: weak indeed is the cunning of Satan” (4:76)

Having said the previous, and having mentioned the defeat of the enemy and his propaganda. The enemy is trying today to seduce two kinds of people to the alleged parliamentary game to harvest the fruits of the Mujahedeen - who are only trying to make the word of Allah supreme.

The first kind of which is the one trying to attach oneself with the Mujahedeen, although they never lived the Mujahedeen life nor they ever supported them at the occupation time. The second of which is those who had at the beginning the honor of fighting the crusades, however what counts is the end; their efforts won’t be accepted by the law of Islam unless they strive with action to make the word of Allah prevail, using what Allah lawfully guided us with, the clean means, not by using evil
parliaments striving to have the word of Allah mixed with other man made constitutions and laws. The aim does not justify the means here.

Although these two kinds, and whoever follows their footsteps, allege that they are trying with these parliaments to implement the law of Allah. However, the actions and the historical experiences oppose their myth. Anyone that is following the political map in Iraq knows that the majority of the parliaments’ members are from the Shiites and the atheists of Kurds and Sunnis’, not to mention those of the mixed belief groups. Therefore, the heavy side in the balance of the democratic parliaments will always be in the hand of evil.

Allah has said: “beware of them lest they entice you away from any of that (teaching) which Allah has sent down to you” (Quran 5:49)

And Allah has said: “Have you not turned your vision to those who declare that they believe in the revelations that have come to you and to those before you? Their (real) wish is to resort together for judgment (in their disputes) to the evil ones, though they were ordered to reject him but Satan’s wish is to lead them astray far away (from the right” (4:60)

As for you patient truthful Mujahedeen, may Allah accept from you and us the best of deeds, and may Allah bless your Jihad. You were able by the will of Allah and his support to stop this crusades’ attack and you’ve bounded him with injuries. Thus, continue your Jihad and operations, and elevate your hits, it’s only the sign of victory and it’s the last breath of the cross worshipers in the land of the two rivers have. The low fighting self-esteem of the crusades’ soldiers is a clear obvious miracle and sign in Iraq. Therefore, renew your intentions, and correct yourselves, and carry on together against your enemy. Your enemy is uncovered, by the will of Allah, weakened, unprotected, and broken in pieces. Do not give him a chance to take its breath, continue your stabbings one after the other, O’ Holders of the Islamic Flag – rise up!

Where are the lions of Anbar? (a province in Iraq)
Where are the lions of Salah Aldeen?
Where are the men of Baghdad?
Where are the knights of Ninawah and the champions of Diyalah?
Where are the courageous of Kurdistan?
Where are you the lions of Monotheism (Tawheed)?
O’ siblings of Khaled and Muthananh, Saad and Meqdad and Salah Aldeen.
Where are the immigrants (Muhajireen)? Where are the supporters? (Ansaar)
Where are the people of Surat Altawbah and Alanfal?
Where are the people of Surah Alfath and Alqital?
O’ leaders of this nation; who is for the crying women, who is for the jailed dignified women, the pure women in the jails of the Shiites.

O’ Allah, there is no life except the life of the hereafter, O’ Allah grant victory to the immigrants and their supporters.

Be very aware from the thieves, with their masters the crusades, trying to surround you. Be aware and extremely aware from putting down your weapons, and then you will harvest nothing but defeat, beat and destruction in this life and the hereafter.

You were always supplicating to Allah day and night to ease the way for you to join the Jihad in Afghanistan and Chechnya or other places. After that, Allah chose you for the trade of Jihad at your own land, and opened for you the doors of paradise. Be extremely aware of closing these blessed doors, be aware “And be not like a woman who breaks into untwisted strands the yarn which she has spun, after it has become strong”(Quran 16:92)

Do not let the trade of Jihad depart your land; otherwise you will be disgraced and you’ll be only ruled by the scum; “they set you hard tasks and punishments, slaughtering your sons and letting your women folk live” (2:49)

“If ye turn back (from the Path), He will substitute in your place another people; then they would not be like you” (47:38)

Finally, I give good news to the nation by establishing the Mujahedeen Shura Council of Iraq (MSM – Majlis al-Shura al-Mujahideen), which will be by the grace and will of Allah as the seed for the establishment of an Islamic State, in which, the word of Allah prevails. All praise be to Allah, the efforts are being joined, and the hands are being extended and shaken for the obedience of Allah and his messenger and the Jihad in the cause of Allah. And this Council will be, by the will of Allah, an umbrella for every truthful Mujahid. I am honored to be one member of this blessed Council under its blessed leadership. At the same time remaining the Ameer (leader) of the Alqaeda Organization in the land of two rivers (Iraq).

The servant of Jihad and Mujahedeen, glorifying Allah, your brother Abu Mus‘ab Al-Zarqawi.

Friday, 23 Rabii Awal 1427, (2006)
Attack on the UN HQ in Iraq

The United Nations HQ on Canal road in Iraq was Abu Mus’ab al Zarqawi’s earliest attack in 2003, making the UN retreat 600 of its staff from Iraq. (Right: before, Left photo: After.)

New Urban warfare stunts and acts of bravery by the AQI (Al Qa’idah Iraq) fighters surprised the American forces. There are cases when AQI members used light weaponry to shoot and destroy warplanes which were on lift off, or how some brave Muslim fighters approached a tank with the tank driver inside. The fighter would then throw a grenade in the turret of the tank (where the tank rounds are shot from) under the eyes of the tank driver (a technique later copied in Syria). This caused the entire tank to be blown up and on fire with the use of a simple grenade. These small acts of guerilla warfare caused extensive damage to the US forces and their morale.

Due to Saddam’s army caching millions of tonnes of weapons, AQI had an almost unlimited supply of Weapons and explosives. They would export thousands of tons of these to other arenas for future Jihad like Yemen through smugglers, who would often hide these weapons in container objects like food pots, or construction tools (to hide the fact that weapons are being exported.) It was because of these weapons that other AQ brands like AQAP (Al Qa’idah Arabian Peninsula), AQIM would be born and enriched.

AQ members forming into cells:

With the destruction of AQ bases in Afghanistan, lessons were learnt and passed onto AQ members in Iraq. Cells would be a new technique used by AQ members to prevent the dismantling of the entire organisation, in addition to maintaining the survival of the insurgency even if leaders were caught.

Cell members would be about 7 members, less or more depending on the complexity of their activities. The bigger the number of cell members, the less security they had. But the less members they have, the more roles individual members have to specialise in.

Cells would be taught through instructors who would teach the locals guerilla techniques and sabotage, it would then be upto the locals to defend their own localities. They would have to find ways to get their own funds for weaponry, and perform their own attacks. There are many stories of
bravery where a single fighter would stand in the middle of a road towards a near approaching tank of US soldiers, aiming an RPG (Rocket Propelled Grenade) at the tank, knowing well he could be killed. In such scenarios, fear was thrown into the heart of the tank soldier, unable to shoot - the Muslim fighter would fire and the tank would be destroyed. Other members would go under tanks, attach explosives and get out. The tanks would explode. The fighters would sometimes get injured and have to lie under cars to hide, for hours until they found some escape.

**Future (4th generation) warfare introduced in Iraq:**

Families would be the hidden fighters: Scholars like Yusuf al-Usayri gave justifications for the 'martyrdom-operations' (of strapping an explosive-belt to the body and detonating at a target of an enemy of high priority) by quoting the Prophetic narrative (in Sahih Muslim) of the story of the 'Boy and the King' which is often mentioned in the tafseer/explanation of Surah al Burooj (Quran chapter 85). Wherein the boy sacrificed his-self, and the believers threw themselves in a fire willingly to support the religion of Allah (God).

Due to this Fatwa (religious ruling), thousands of people, men, women, couples, children and even entire families from Iraq and neighbouring countries would attack the enemy at American checkpoints. There were cases when families would pass-by in cars, smile at those who searched them (to make the illusion that they were a friendly family only), and when entering into the 'Green Zone' (the US dominated part of Iraq), they would detonate the car and kill many American and Shi'a Iraqi soldiers. Desperate situations resort to desperate measures. The Sunnis' of Iraq felt they had nothing to lose, and Paradise to win, where they could meet their family members once again.

**Tech-media-warfare:**

During early stages of the Iraqi war, Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi revolutionized the war to the new generation of warfare. He would have youths in their 20s making websites teaching combat skills and videos of battles almost in real-time where ‘soldiers were ambushed and blown up’ with IEDs (Improvised Explosive Devices). Updates on the battle scenes were given many times a day, which enticed many Muslim Arabs of neighbouring countries (especially Saudi Arabia) to join the conflict after seeing its successes. They even had updates on websites on how to come through neighboring Syria pretending to be fishermen and paying a few bribes to some corrupt border guards, informing of which smuggling routes could easily get them into Iraq for the Jihad. They even had names of mosques who were friendly and willing to host ‘emigrants’ and anyone participating in the resistance. They produced 40min documentaries of attacks in different quality resolutions) (High, medium, and low [for mobile devices]), and all this was just within 2003-2007, which shows they were an advanced group in the new generation of warfare. The 4th generation of warfare uses media dissemination to win over people’s hearts and minds in any conflict, in addition to finding out more about the enemy. AQI did this well. Famous commanders and martyrs biographies would be edited in high quality with graphics of battles, then subtitled for other languages and spread across the internet. (I.e. al-Khattab
biography shows his life (part 1) and some of his battles [in part 2 – 200mb] in Chechnya, with English subtitles.) The quality of the content shows how advanced the groups have become in media warfare.

Technologically did have its negative sides too; whilst US and Shi’a forces were on the search for AQ hideouts, they would capture some men and women, and torture them in humiliating ways for confessions, with threats of rape and severe torture. Confessions led to more ‘leads’ to AQ members houses and hideouts, which would be raided and searched through. If anyone dropped a USB thumbdrive, or a piece of paper with plans or maps or simcards, the US forces would collect it and add it to a central database through their smartphone systems. Hundreds of small data samples like this gave the US intelligence a good overall idea of who the Islamist insurgents were and where their activities took place.

As 'counter-counterinsurgency,' AQ commanded all their fighters to burn any piece of paper or to strongly encrypt their memory sticks once they had used them to prevent the intelligence agencies from knowing the secrets of the organisation.

AQ's major mistake – attacking the Tribes:

Now that the Sunnis' had strengthened their campaign of freedom against US and Shi’a domination, AQ – whose main activities were centred in Fallujah - saw that criminal activities had become widespread (between Anbar, Mosul and other Northern areas -the main parts of the Iraqi Sunni insurgency.) There was a security vacuum which they needed to fill in. They needed control and governance, this would be through legislation. What legislation could AQI, an Islamic group rule by?

‘And whoever does not rule by what Allah has revealed, they are the disbelievers (kaafiroon)’
- (Quran 5:44)

AQI would rule by Islamic Shari’ah, but they would make major mistakes in their implementation of the laws. They would be harsh against the population who had not seen pure Islam for a long time. The population needed educating and gentleness, something which would be difficult when everything around you was blowing up in war. Furthermore Islamic hudood (legal punishments) were supposed to be more relaxed during the state of war (according to Islamic teachings). So AQI made 2 major mistakes; i - harshness and ii - lack of educating and winning over the population.

As a result the population became alienated by the same people who led the Sunnis’ in the insurgency. What made things worse was that AQI targeted Sunni tribal leaders who supported the US led war, which made some Sunni tribes turn against AQI too.

This would be a strong lesson for AQ in Syria during the Syrian revolution (next door to Iraq), winning
the ‘hearts and minds’ of the population was top priority. Losing the support of the population in this guerilla campaign turned the tables totally. Now after 2007, the US would use a new strategy (of CounterInsurgency) to win over the people, AQI would now be on the run, hiding from its own Sunni ex-allies who even knew some of their hideouts! They would now have to escape, hide at night, and finally slip away into the deserts of al-Anbar, in Iraq. Times were now difficult, and food was hard to get hold of, mujahideen would have to eat lizards in the desert, but they remained patient. In addition to hunger, spies were now everywhere. ‘Sunnis’ betrayed even their own family members, to the extent that many leaders’ hiding places were exposed, many were caught and handed over to the Americans where they were put through severe torture in the likes of the prisons of Abu Ghraib.

American Torture in Abu Ghraib prisons:
**Did you KNOW?**

**The Uncovering of one of the biggest spy networks in the Sunni areas.**

Story told by Abu Umar ad-Dulaimi, @jalleb_999 a Shar'i of ISIS in Iraq, previously al-Qaeda in Iraq, and Jamaat Tawhid wal-Jihad.

1. After the first battle of Fallujah in 2004, Zarqawi used Falluja as a headquarter and here emerged the important role of the Tawhid and Jihad group.
2. Which made the lights turn to him so the Americans offered millions to whoever could bring her his head. Just like the Quraysh did to the Prophet pbuh.
3. So the dogs gathered on this chance to gain this worldly prize even though he carried with him the banner of the divine Dawah in Iraq.
4. And that's because the ones on the truth are targeted by the Taghut (Tyrants) in every place and time.
5. The spy, was a commissioner in the police of Fallujah and belonged to one of its known tribes and lived in al-Shuhada neighborhood and had family members who were part of Tawhid and Jihad.
6. And he also had relatives who worked for the Americans, and one of them was one of the ones that came from Europe with Jalabi when US invaded Iraq.
7. He was recruited by his brother who worked for the (before mentioned) apostate and he was given a colonel rank in Baghdad's police and had a house in an important area there.
8. So this police commissioner walked with freedom in Fallujah, collecting information and sent to his supervisor who in turn sent it to the CIA in al-Harithyah in Baghdad.
9. This apostate was caught ascending an American humvee before raiding one of the houses of the brothers.
10. This was raised to the intelligence department (of the group) who watched him and observed his steps for 13 days.
11. Until Zero hour came, and the went with the Americans to another raid, and he left his car with a youth in it near some orchards.
12. And then they came back and dropped him off, he was masked and wore different clothes so he got changed as it was dark.
13. As he went home he was arrested by the Intelligence Department - and with him was the youth, who turned out to be his nephew who did not seem important due to his poor clothes.
14. After inspecting the car we found an AK and the clothes he wore in the raid and was more surprising was documents with instructions with the targets they wanted with codes.
15. The first target was Zarqawi, whose code was [My brother is sick] and Abu Anas al-Shami whose code was [My cousin is sick] and others such as Omar Hadid.
16. And we also found a phone and an ID for the Green Zone for his nephew! Hidden somewhere in the car. So it turned out his nephew was much more important than him!
17. His nephew was in direct contact with the Americans. So we started the interrogation and the information we got was:
18. His main job was following the Muhajiren (foreign fighters) and giving their co-ordinates by using Google Maps/Eart.
19. He was also ordered to find Zarqawi and he he thought he found Zarqawi in Karaj so the area got bombed and 12 of our fighters got killed/injured.
20. It was Abu Anas al-Shami that was there, and who they thought was Zarqawi, but he left the area moments before the bombing started.
21. And another house he found was a house of the Muhajiren in Jubayyl which was also bombed and 9
of them were killed, and another house in al-Shuhada.
22. The police commissioner (not the nephew) was sentenced with crucifixion on a building infront of the al-Hadra al-Muhammadiyah Mosque.
23. The police recovered the body and buried him but nobody came to his funeral.
24. After the comisioner we kept the nephew because he had an important role to play and had a lot of information regarding the spy network.
25. So they planted an IED on him and put him in the trunk of a car and drove around Fallujah for some time until they brought him to a HQ of one of the brothers.
26. His confession hurt the brothers for them to know that there were Sunnis in the city with this vileness and wretchedness.
27. The reward he got for every brother that was killed was around a $100! What conscience do these people that came out of the same wombs have??
28. The confession was so dangerous that Omar Hadid had to be present during the interrogation. The nephew heard "the Shaykh is coming"
29. So thinking the Shaykh = Zarqawi so he had a panic attack and said "By god it's not just me there are thousands that are looking for you".
30. Omar Hadid listened to the confession and started crying, so he slapped him and said "You killed so and so" he mentioned the names of 37 brothers that were killed.
31. The nephew was a key to discover the biggest spy network which was created by the Americans. His father was an apostate who was recruited by Doctor Thamer who worked for Jalabi.
32. Dr. Thamir trained in Bulgaria and was given a building in Muthanna Airport to use as an HQ where he started the "Tribes of Iraq Association".
33. These tribal Shaykhs were used to be spoiled with gifts from Saddam, so they felt an emptiness after he was gone so they wanted a place in the new gov.
34. Sayyid Qutb described these people as being unable to live as free men and that they need an idol in their life who they can sacrifice to.
35. The confession helped in the arrest of two Shia spies acting and walking around town as street merchants, they also said they were recruited in Muthanna Airport.
36. Everyone was in the same room (the two Shia and the nephew) so he when he heard their confession he said they are lying.
37. So the nephew started interrogating the two Shia spies and it turned out to be that they were members of Badr Brigade.
38. The two Shia were executed and the nephew's head was cut off and not long after and his father in Baghdad joined his son and brother.
39. As for the Dr. - he escaped Iraq - and some of the Shaykhs that worked for him were arrested by the Americans themselves and they repented in prison.
40. And this is how one of the biggest spy networks in the Sunni areas was uncovered.

http://justpaste.it/ezpv
Abu Mus‘ab al-Zarqawi is Martyred (2006):

On June 8th 2006, a spy who had infiltrated into the ranks of Al Qa’idah Iraq exposed the location of Abu Mus‘ab al-Zarqawi. Based on that information, the Americans closed in on al-Zarqawi and dropped a 500-pound (250kg) bomb on a safe house in Hibhib, Iraq, north of Baghdad with an F-16 fighter jet, where al-Zarqawi was talking with an Islamic advisor. Abu Mus‘ab Al-Zarqawi on the last moments began to utter the shahadah (testimony of faith), and returned to his Lord.

After struggling in Jihad for many years, and inflicting heavy losses on the Americans, Allah chose to take the soul of Abu Mus‘ab al-Zarqawi. He was only 39 years old, but his legacy lives on till today. He is the man who sowed the seed of the Islamic Caliphate (Khilafah). He would soon be replaced by Abu Hamzah al-Muhajir, then Abu Umar al-Baghdadi, and finally Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the Caliph of the Muslims today, in 2014.
Abu Hamza al Muhajir & Abu Umar al-Baghdadi (2006-2010) - changing AQI to Dawlat al-Islam (the Islamic State)

After the martyrdom of Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi in 2006, the next to take over Al Qa’idah in Iraq was Abu Hamzah al-Muhajir who continued in the footsteps of Abu Mus’ab az-Zarqawi and continued the group al-Qa’idah in Iraq. Shortly after Abu Hamzah al-Muhajir became the Ameer of al-Qa’idah in Iraq, the mujahidun formed a Shura (Committee) – called Majlish al-Shura al-Mujahideen (MSM) where the leaders of the Jihad came to the conclusion that after all of this fighting and territory gained that it was time to establish the Islamic State (Dawlatul-Islam). This would not be a Caliphate, but a land of Islam (similar to early Madinah, which was a city but a state under Prophet Muhammad (saws)).

This led to all groups giving bay’ah (pledge of allegiance) to Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi who was Qurayshi (a descendant of Prophet Muhammad). The new Islamic State was the start of something new and they left al-Qaeda as an organisation, because now they were a State, and a State does not pledge allegiance to an Organisation. The title and group thus began to be called Dawlatul-Islam (the Islamic State). Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi gave strength to Dawlat-ul-Islam by the will of Allah. He started to perform operations which led to the Islamic state obtaining a mass amount of weapons and money. This was to aid towards the cause of building the state and increasing the strength of the mujahidun. Unfortunately once again shortly during the leadership of Abu ‘Umar al-Baghdadi, a spy infiltrated through the security of the mujahidun and gave away his location to the west leading to his death. Both Abu Hamzah al Muhajir and Abu Umar were in a safehouse when a US airstrike martyred them both. May Allah accept them in the highest ranks in Paradise. These leaders gave their lives towards this cause, all for Allahs sake. Abu Umar al-Baghdadi would soon be replaced by Abu Bakr al-Qurayshi al-Husseini al-Baghdadi.
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi – the next leader of the Islamic State in Iraq (2010+)

After Abu Umar and Abu Hamza had been killed, the Islamic State fell to its lowest point. The Americans had almost cornered the Islamic State of Iraq into the deserts once again, the Shi’a led government had become extremely strong (it even contained Sunnis who had betrayed the Jihad), the Sunni tribes still contained many spies working for the Americans, and many leaders had been imprisoned.

Abu Umar al-Baghdadi knew the treachery of the people in Iraq. Knowing that Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi before him had been martyred due to treachery, Abu Umar chose Abu Du’a, also known as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi to succeed him after his death. Abu Bakr is also a descendant of Prophet Muhammad (saws), a Quraysh, a Hashimi from the lineage of al-Hussein - the son of Fatima, the daughter of Prophet Muhammad (saws).

How did Abu Bakr reach the top?

Abu Bakr had made his own local Jihadi battalion during the early American invasion of Iraq. He got caught by the Americans in 2003 and was imprisoned in Camp Bucca. They would soon release him considering him not to be a major threat. The irony is that when he was imprisoned, it was here that he met members of Al Qa’idah in Iraq (AQI) who taught him about their ideology and beliefs of a global Caliphate. When he was released – the last thing he said to his captors was: “I’ll see you guys in New York”, he joined AQI and worked his way up in rank over the years till he reached the highest parts of the leadership. After Abu Umar al-Baghdadi’s martyrdom, Abu Bakr would revive the Islamic State –by the permission of Allah- and make it the most powerful Islamic State ever in modern history. (this will be discussed in later chapters).
**Did you know?**

**Abu Bakr al Quraishi al Husseini al Baghdadi** - the leader of the Islamic State is a grandson of Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him). He has been chosen to lead the war in Iraq because the Shi'a claim to love the Prophet Muhammad's family, especially the lineage of al-Hussein. It is almost a message that; i - the people on the truth are the Arab Sunni-Salafis who are descendants of Prophet Muhammad in Iraq, ii - if you love the Prophet's family, then don't fight it but instead join it. iii - Abu Bakr is the name of the closest friend of Prophet Muhammad (who the Shi'a hate), so the Muslims' know this man is a Sunni leader and not Shia.

**Abu Umar al Baghdadi** - was the previous leader of the Islamic State in Iraq. Umar was also a close friend of Prophet Muhammad (the Shi'a hate 'Umar), and this name was kept to show the Sunnis' their strength and enmity against the Shi'a/Persians (both were traits of Umar ibn alKhattab,)
Abu Mus'ab al Zarqawi said about the treachery of the Shi’a

‘Do our brothers from the rest of the countries know what happened to our sisters in the land of the Rafideen (Shi’a)? The torture of the Ahl-al-Sunnah (Sunnis - people of the Sunnah) by the Rafidah (Shi’a) has been dreadful. greater than the search courts in Andalus (Spain inquisitions). The media did not cover these crimes and it was hidden on purpose. That is why many Muslims are unaware of the reality... And by Allah, if the ummah (Muslim nation) saw the reality of the crimes of the Rafidah (Shi’a) against the Ahl-al-Sunnah (Sunnis’), it would wail over what it sees and would cry blood, not tears. So O my brother, what is happening now and what has happened in the past is something quite unusual and it is a scary moment.’

(Dialogue with Abu Musab al Zarqawi, a never before published interview. – December 8 2006) p12.)

Then he begins to explain how the Shi’a of Iraq have killed and raped thousands of Sunnis’ with the help of USA and Western soldiers. Because the Shi’a sided with the USA, Western forces propped up the Sh'i Nuri al Maliki as the leader of Iraq and the persecution of Sunnis' continued through ‘terrorism’ laws after US troops left Iraq. As you read this right now, the Shi’a of Iran and Hezbollah are waging war against Sunnis’ in Syria, and torturing children, women and men in the severest of ways in the secret dungeons (i.e. drilling through their heads, hanging women by them by their hair, whipping, stabbing Muslims till death etc.) This is common knowledge to all Syrians, and this is why they want to topple the regime. Although the Shi’a may claim to be protecting religious shrines like those of the grandchildren of Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him), they are doing the exact same crimes they accuse Yazid* of committing. They are supporting the oppressor Bashar al Assad who is killing many innocent Muslims. [*Yazid is the second in line to the Umayyad Caliphate and is accused of killing the grandchildren of Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him), specifically al-Hussein who stood up to topple an oppressive ruler. The irony is that Sunnis’ are similarly standing to overthrow an oppressive ruler, and hence the Shi’a are today playing the role of Yazid, the oppressor.]

Due to the nature of the historical conflict between Persian Shi’as and Sunni Arabs’, this conflict is likely to spread across the entire Middle East and Muslim world wherever there is a presence of Sunni and Shi’a.
The Shi’a race for Iraq, Syria and beyond:

The Iraqi Nuri al-Maliki, and the Syrian Bashar al Assad regimes are allied to the Shi’as of Iran who supplies the Syrian regime with weapons. Iran is the capital country of the Persian Shi’a empire and is aiming to spread its influence and domination from Iran, all the way to Palestine. Due to lack of unified resistance by the Arabs’, Iran has been quite successful over the past 10 years in achieving its Shi’a crescent.

The fertile crescent is known as; Iran (over 95% Shi’a), Iraq (over 75% Shi’a population), Syria (ruled by Shi’a Alawites) with a large oppressed Sunni population), Lebanon (ruled by Shi’a Hezbollah), and finally Palestine (which is mainly occupied by Israel.)

The Persian Shi’a are known throughout history to have a strong enmity towards Sunni Arabs’, because they believe the Sunnis’ snatched the Caliphate off the Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him)’s family, but more importantly Persians feel superior to Arabs due to history. Furthermore, the Shi’a sect was created by a Jew called Abdullah ibn Saba’ who hated that Muslims were a big power, and he wished to disunite the Muslims and split them into sects. So he formed rebellious groups who gradually formed into Shi’a who would constantly -throughout Islamic history- help non-believer invading forces topple Muslim rule. i.e. the Tatar Mongols who overthrew the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad were supported by a Shi’i (Ibn al AlQami) who considerably weakened the Abbasids’ by encouraging them to decrease the amounts of their troops and putting the country into large debts etc. These insider acts of Shi’a betrayal against the Sunnis’ have caused great damage to Muslims, with the fall of the Abbasid Caliphate causing 2 million deaths during the Tatar massacres. History is repeating itself.

Modern history – Shi’a hatred against Sunnis:

In modern history, the Shi’a are known throughout history to have a strong enmity towards Sunni Arabs’, where the Shi’a are the majority. (i.e. Did you know Iran has not even 1 Sunni mosque? Whereas Jewish synagogues and churches flourish there.) But where they are the minority, they use Taqiyya (deception to guard themselves). For example it is known that Shi’a Alawites do not pray like Sunnis’ do, yet pictures of Bashar al Assad (the Alawite leader in Syria) show him praying in Syria mosques like Sunnis’ to win over the hearts of some of the Sunni Arabs in Syria. This is a clear example of Shi’a violently oppressing in places where they are the majority while trying to deceptively lie where they are the minority i.e. Syria.
The Syrian Revolution (2011+):

Background:

In Syria (neighbouring Iraq) before the revolution of 2011, the majority population who were Sunnis were being ruled – for over 50 years – by a minority extreme Shi’a Alawite dynasty (who even the Shi’as of Iran considered extreme in false beliefs.) The Sunnis’ had the poorest jobs, they were not allowed to follow their religion practically, i.e. A man with a beard or a woman in Jilbab (loose Islamic clothing) or Niqab could face extreme torture, rape, indefinite detention and even death by the Alawite secret police (known as Shabbiha [meaning: Ghosts]).

The protests started when some boys in a town near Damascus spray painted on a wall ‘the regime must fall’ (like other Arab Spring countries youth did.) The Shabbiha chased them and imprisoned them. With public frustration at an all-time high, the people began peaceful demonstrations, but they were shot at by the Shabbiha with live fire. Then the army came and began raiding houses of the protestors too. As violence from the regime increased, some Sunni soldiers secretly defected from the army with their weapons and gradually began a guerilla campaign to defend their families and locals. This would be known as Jaysh al Hurr (the Free Syrian Army [FSA].) The revolution was now armed, and soon to become extremely sectarian.

Abu Bakr sends Jabhat al-Nusra into Syria:

Abu Bakr al Husseini al Quraishi al Baghdadi who is the leader of the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) sent one of his best men (Abu Muhammad al-Golani) to Syria to support the Syrian Sunnis’ in the war against the Nusayri Shi’a ruler Bashar al Assad. Abu Bakr gave half of ISI’s wealth, weapons and men to form and maintain the new Syrian group called Jabhat al Nusra (the Face of Victory) to his deputy Abu Muhammad al-Golani. This group would be the vanguard, the tip of the spear, and the most successful and disciplined group in defending the Muslims of Syria against the massacres of the Shi’a Bashar regime.

The elite training and huge successes of Jabhat al-Nusrah would be the beginning of its expansion of (in late 2010). They would get more and more members until they were in the thousands (in early 2013 they may have had around 5000 + members which is big for a guerrilla group.)

An Islamic revolution:

Many Syrians had not experienced following traditional Islam practically prior to the revolution out of fear of the regime. Syria was like France in the Middle East, wine and vice was widespread for the elite, while the poor Sunnis’ were striving for a living.

At the beginning of the revolution, Syrians were simply wanting to remove the regime, they cried to the international community for humanitarian support. They got no response. No-one from Western powers wanted to remove Bashar al Assad because he was a good tool to protect their interests, with him guarding the Israeli border against Islamists (a benefit to the USA), and a gateway of influence and trade into the Middle East for Russia and China. The Arab puppet governments didn’t want to face the strong military of Syria either. So who could help?
The Syrians’ turned to God alone: ‘We have none but you O Allah!’ (see Arabic below) was the slogan of the Syrians.

However, the presence of Jabhat al-Nusra caused a lot of backlash from other secular Syrians who desperately wanted help from the West. Many criticized Jabhat al-Nusra for being ‘outsiders’ (non Syrians) since they did not want to be ruled by ‘outsiders’ while they are Syrian. The US did not want to provide weapons to rebels, knowing that they may indirectly give weapons to Jabhat al-Nusra who had connection with the Islamic State of Iraq next door.

So why did Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi send Jabhat al Nusrah next door? Simple: He wanted to help the oppressed Sunnis’ of Syria, but Abu Bakr’s plan was also to remove the Sykes-Picot borders which the west had forced upon the Muslim world 100 years ago after World War 1, he aimed to unite the efforts of both Iraq and Syrian Sunnis’ under 1 umbrella. That umbrella would be known as the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham.
Announcement: Islamic state of Iraq & Syria Merger (April 2013): The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria - (Dawlat-ul Islam fi-l Iraqi waSham)

In early April 2013, Abu Bakr al Baghdadi announced the merger of Jabhat al Nusra with the Islamic State of Iraq (ISI). He would rename it; the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham [ISIS] (Greater Syria).

This sent shockwaves across the Syrian revolution, because before this - Jabhat al Nusra had not explicitly said it was part of Al Qa'idah or the Islamic State. Many experts comment that the reason why Abu Bakr al Baghdadi announced the merger at this specific time was because Western nations were planning on providing secular Syrian rebel groups with weapons to attack Bashar al-Assad, but to also backstab Jabhat al-Nusrah who was gaining a lot of popularity in Syria.

By officially pronouncing that the Islamic State is present in Syria, the western public would be against their governments providing weapons to an enemy of the USA who could easily buy weapons from other secular groups who were desperately in need of money.

Also, Jabhat al-Nusrah had infiltrated many secular groups early in the revolution so that if America gave weapons to them groups, they could be passed onto Jabhat al-Nusrah. So the Americans were reluctant to give weapons to even the secular groups. This is exactly what the Islamic State wanted – for the USA to stay out of the conflict. So announcing the presence of the Islamic State in Iraq AND Syria was a political victory. By preventing Western intervention and the secular rebels from being given powerful weapons, ISI could establish an Islamic State in Greater Syria (al-Sham), the most blessed of lands on Earth.

^ The Map shows Syria and Iraq as one nation under the Islamic flag, ignoring the Sykes-Picot borders.

Arabic says: The announcement of the establishment of the Islamic State in Iraq and al-Sham (Greater Syria), under the leadership of the Commander of the Believers (Ameer ul Mu'mineen) – the Shaikh Abu Bakr al Baghdadi al Husseini al Qureishi.
The announcement of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria created friction between Jabhat al Nusra, the Islamic State and other fighting groups, because the other groups knew that this would prolong the war and Western powers would have an excuse not to support them. However, other groups only slightly criticized the announcement, knowing well that it was Jabhat al Nusrah who was supporting them while the rest of the world ignored them. This again fell into the Islamic State’s plan - they could now get more recruits and 'Islamis-ise' the Muslims there, + benefit from the resources (like oil etc) temporarily for financial gain. This time gap would give time for the Islamic State to get stronger, with more money and recruits before a future Western invasion.

Jabhat al-Nusrah & Islamic State split – how and why?

After Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi announced the Islamic State of Iraq and Shaam (ISIS) – every sincere believer in the world was happy. However, things were not going to go as smooth as expected...

Abu Muhammad al-Golani released a message whereby he said he refused such a Merger. A leader from the Islamic State explains the details of the story below:

Abu Naasir al-'Iraqi says:

Before we continue further it is important that we discuss Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) and how he comes into this story. He was known in ‘Iraq as Abu Muhammad al-Badashi and was one of the prisoners of Abu Ghurayb along with Abu Naasir al-'Iraqi (الله حفظه). This was before the leadership of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (الله حفظه). He related to us some of the torture they would do to them in the prisons stating that smallest would be to insert wires into both private part areas and flow electric currents into these places. As for the women he said they would give them no water forcing them to drink cup fulls of sperm in order to clench their thirst and this is after continuous rape and beatings throughout the day. A small group of prisoners including Abu Naasir al-'Iraqi (الله حفظه) and Abu Muhammad al-Badashi (الله حفظه) decided to devise a plan in order to break out of the prison. They had no idea where any weapons were nor the route out of the prison as Abu Ghurayb is a huge dungeon with many lairs. They concluded that if this plan took any longer than 10 minutes it would fail and they would all be severely tortured. Seeing how slim their chances were they placed their trust in Allah and prepared themselves. The day came and the breakout began. It started off as a group of 8 prisoners running around finding first of all a weapons storage to fight against the prison guards to the prisoners finding a direct route out of the prison with ease and pace. Abu Naasir al-'Iraqi (الله حفظه) expressed that the prison guards knew that Allah was with this group of men as there was no way they could of carried out this plan alone nor formed such a plan without knowing the routes of the prison. Once outside of the prison what they would do is a group would run back take aim and cover the second group who would run back further then take aim copying the tactic of the first covering the second and did this all the way to safety.

Now why is this important? Because in prison these prisoners were from the group al-Qaeda in Iraq. This is what gave Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) his high status of Tazkiyyah in order to
acquire leadership of such a level in Dawlatul-Islam. For those who don’t know Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) was one of the ameers selected by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (الله حفظه) to establish Dawlatul-Islam in the on going war in Shaam. Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (الله حفظه) had a special job for Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) to capture the hearts of the people and gain the support of the people of Shaam. Abu Naasir al-Iraqi (الله حفظه) expressed that there were much better people for task due to their leadership skills and were simply much more worthy for the task because of their rank but Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) was chosen for a reason. In the time of Abu Mus’ab az-Zarqawi (الله حفظه) there was a problem and a reason a lot of groups wouldn’t give bay’ah to him in Iraq. This was simply because he wasn’t Iraqi and was Jordanian as nationalism was still present in the hearts of the muslimūn in Iraq. These groups refused to give bay’ah to Abu Mus’ab az-Zarqawi (الله حفظه) until Ayman ath-Thawaahiri (الله حفظه) announced that all groups in Iraq must join forces and give bay’ah to Abu Mus’ab az-Zarqawi (الله حفظه). So what Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (الله حفظه) wanted to avoid in Shaam was the same problem that happened with Abu Mus’ab az-Zarqawi (الله حفظه). He sent Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) to Shaam because he is Syrian and was perfect for the mission at hand. He was given half of the wealth of Dawlatul-Islam and half of the weapons in order to establish Dawlatul-Islam fil-Iraq wash-Shaam. This went well and as we’ve all witnessed, Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) has shown his great leadership skills. After a while it came to the point where Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (الله حفظه) was witnessing all of this in Shaam and wanted to proceed to the next stage. He called Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) back to Iraq for a meeting in order to announce that Dawlatul-Islam was in Shaam and change the mind sets of the people once and for all. However Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) managed to convince them all that its not the right time for this yet and they agreed and let him go on his way. Jabhatun-Nusrah continued in Shaam under the command of Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه). Again he was called for a meeting once again in Iraq in which the Ameers attending the meeting could tell that Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) wanted to leave Dawlatul-Islam and that his heart wasn’t in it anymore for whatever reasons. They left him to go on his way to continue his work with Jabhatun-Nusrah for a period of time until Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (الله حفظه) decided it was time to announce to the people Dawlatul-Islam was in Shaam which he did through an audio tape which can be found on YouTube (called: ‘And give good news to the believers’ [Arabic (wa bashir al-mu’mineen): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HPQxA3catY]).

Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) wasn’t aware of this until it was he realised this speech was on the net in which he made his reply. He mentioned that he knows that the weapons and wealth were from Dawlatul-Islam and that we are all brothers however Jabhatun-Nusrah is not Dawlatul-Islam and split the bay’ah (full bay’ah) with Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (الله حفظه). Abu Naasir al-Iraqi (الله حفظه) mentioned to us the ruling on the one who splits bay’ah (full bay’ah) in Islam is to be killed however during the audio Abu Muhammad al-Jawlaani (الله حفظه) gave bay’ah (bay’ah of victory) to Ayman ath-Thawaahiri (الله حفظه) who is the leader of Al Qa’idah and an ally of Dawlatul-Islam which saved him from this. Since then Dawlatul-Islam has remained Dawlatul-Islam and Jabhatun-Nusrah has remained Jabhatun-Nusrah. We are all brothers in Islam and there is no difference between us. We are allies and fight alongside each other except for where there are differences as not in all areas are Dawlatul-Islam the same and not in all areas are Jabhatun-Nusrah
the same and from time to time there occurs friction due to the history but this is down to the ameers (leaders). However overall we are allies and brothers and the only major difference is they are al-Qaeda and Dawlatul-Islam are not.

Source: alMuwahideen.tumblr.com (this site is now offline)
Abu Muhammad al-Golani – an alleged picture of the leader of Jabhat al Nusra in Syria has the title 'al-Golani' (arabic pronounced: al-Jawlani). The Golan Heights are at the border of Syria and Israel. Muhammad Al-Golani is originally from the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights, and him being the leader of Jabhat al Nusrah in Syria hints that his aim is to free his home -the Golan Heights from the Israeli occupation.

Flags of the Islamic State and Jabhat al-Nusra being held together showing co-operation between both groups. The Arabic below says: ‘Armies of the Victory Front (Nusrah) and the Islamic state side by side in ‘Arsal.'
Operation: Breaking the Walls - Abu Ghraib and Taji.

On 20th July 2013 (12th Ramadan 1434), the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (Greater Syria) would attack the two biggest prisons in Iraq. They had been run by Saddam Hussein, then the Americans' during the US invasion (2003-2011), then the Shi’a Maliki regime who continues to detain thousands of Sunni men and women on accusations of 'terrorism'. Here they would be tortured in unimaginable ways by the Americans and Shi’a for over 10 years, some are still going through it today (in both Iraq and Syria) and this is why prison-breaks are one of the biggest agenda for Islamic Sunni armed groups.

This is a letter which was smuggled out of Abu Ghraib from an imprisoned sister in the mid 2000s. Her brother was a Mujahid (Sunni fighter), so they imprisoned her to pressurise him to give himself up.

This is Fatima’s letter: "...I say to you: our wombs have been filled with the children of fornication by those sons of apes and pigs who raped us. Or I could tell you that they have defaced our bodies, spit in our faces, and tore up the little copies of the Qur’an that hung around our necks? ....By God, we have not passed one night since we have been in prison without one of the apes and pigs jumping down upon us to rip our bodies apart with his overweening lust. Kill us along with them! Destroy us along with them! Don’t leave us here to let them get pleasure from raping us.... Leave their tanks and aircraft outside. Come at us here in the prison of Abu Ghurayb. They raped me on one day more than nine times. Can you comprehend? Imagine one of your sisters being raped. Why can’t you all imagine it, as I am your sister. With me are 13 girls, all unmarried. All have been raped before the eyes and ears of everyone. They took our clothes and won’t let us get dressed. As I write this letter one of the girls has committed suicide. She was savagely raped. A soldier hit her on her chest and thigh after raping her. He subjected her to unbelievable torture. She beat her head against the wall of the cell until she died, for she couldn’t take any more. Brothers, I tell you again, fear God! Kill us with them so that we might be at peace. Help! Help! Help!"

"Fatima was killed in a rocket barrage at the US Abu Ghraib prison ... The barrage left four Iraqis dead, as well as the Iraqi woman prisoner known as Fatimah whose letter, smuggled out of the prison two weeks ago, sent shock waves around the Muslim world as it disclosed many horrid details of US forces gang raping female prisoners and regularly perpetrating other abuses against the prisoners in the ill-reputed facility. Friday’s barrage also severely wounded another 22-year old Iraqi woman. An Iraqi who works at the Abu Ghraib prison camp told Mafkarat al-Islam that more than 68 US troops were killed in the bombardment as that the rockets specifically struck their barracks. But just one night before the attack, the Americans had moved more than 500 Iraqi prisoners to the east side of the prison, [thus] resulting in the martyrdom of many of them.

The above ^ was from 2005. The torture continues on till today in many prisons around the world, but now we will discuss the Islamic State and their spectacular attack of these prisons especially.
Background:

This attack had been promised by Abu Bakr al Baghdadi since Ramadan (1433/2012). Some people who escaped from Abu Ghrayb prior to the attack even mentioned that they had had a dream they would escape, and soon many others would find a way out too. Others who were not imprisoned also dreamt they would free their Sunni brethren and sisters from Abu Ghrayb soon.

A fighter in Iraq called Shibli al Zarqawi had 2 dreams;

1 – that he would escape from Abu Ghrayb prison (which he did) and that he would then get martyred.

2 – that there would be a civil war in Arabia (this is the main subject of this book and we will see how that may happen by looking at other true dreams and their meanings in a later chapter.)

How did the Abu Ghrayb prison break attack occur?

In the darkness of the night in Ramadan, cars rigged with explosives (VBIEDS) exploded at the gates of Abu Ghrayb and Taji prisons.

Armed men from the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) wearing belts containing explosives detonated the belt (as martyrdom operations - istishaad) on the doors of the prisons. All this while mortars and grenades were being thrown at the different buildings of the prison complex.

Men armed with heavy machine guns and with the intent of never leaving the prison entered into prisons of Abu Ghrayb and Taji and began to shoot at any Shi'a guards who were in the prison. Weapons were passed onto fellow Sunni prisoners, including previous Al Qa'idah members of the Islamic State of Iraq. Prisoners also began to revolt against prison guards. This high level of instability caused a lot of chaos, but the Islamic State was able to direct the prisoners out and put them in buses which would transport them to safety.

Reports suggest nearly all of Abu Ghrayb's prisoners were evacuated, but only parts of Taji were liberated, totalling around 2000 prisoners freed, 200 of them being famous members from Al Qa'idah Iraq (AQI) who were imprisoned during the American (USA) offensive in 2007. The prisoner escapees also include Muhajireen (emigrants) who came from Arabia during the US war in Iraq 6 years ago.

When the buses left to transport the Sunni prisoners away, the Iraqi Shi'a army called in their helicopters to search for the prisoners. They also called backup of the army barracks in nearby localities but no reserves came in. How come?

The Islamic State had kept all the barracks in neighbouring areas busy by sending detached groups to fight the Shi'a army at the barracks before the Abu Ghrayb attack occurred. This kept the Shi'a army busy fighting them while the main Islamic State formed its own
checkpoints which would stop anyone (including Shi'a prison officials) from entering the locality of the prison. This meant the Islamic State could free the prisons without fear of being attacked from behind.

It is likely the prisoners were transported to areas of safety, such as North Western Iraq (a high Sunni presence), possibly even near the Syrian border (a high Sunni presence.)

To summarise the effects of this operation in one sentence, it was said: 'This prison break reversed all the successes of the US offensive (in 2007), and reversed the effects of the Sahwa (Awakening councils) ['Sunnis' who fought against the Islamic State of Iraq.]

Two Saudi children hold placards celebrating the ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Syria) jailbreaks in Baghdad.

The placard on the left reads:

'We congratulate the Ummah [nation] of Mohammed for the liberation of some 600 prisoners from the prisons of the Rawafid [Shi'a]. Thanks to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Bilad al-Haramain.' [Land of the 2 Holy Mosques (Arabia)].

The placard on the right says:

'Our Ameer [leader] Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi...send us some of your soldiers to free our prisoners. (from) Bilad al-Haramain.' [Land of the 2 Holy Mosques (Arabia)].
The Sahwa (Awakening groups) of Syria (2014)

In January 2014, many Muhajireen (Emigrants) from the Islamic State of Iraq and Sham were suddenly kidnapped, killed and some of their women raped by members of the FSA (Free Syrian Army) groups, and even some Muslim-Brotherhood type Islamic groups (some say Liwaa alTawhid). These people harmed the members of the Islamic State with the intent of pressuring and expelling them outside of Syria. But why? Why would they suddenly expel the people who helped them?

The answer lies in the following facts; the Islamic State has made its intent clear that it wants to liberate Palestine, even Arabia, and in fact the entire Muslim world from the tyrants. It has made its intention clear of a Global Caliphate while the rest of the groups have not.

After the announcement of the Islamic State, the FSA secular members began to get bad feelings against the Islamic State. They felt the Islamic State had hijacked their revolution. The countries which financed the FSA (like Saudi Arabia, America etc) were willing to pay the FSA if they backstabbed the Islamic State, this would give 2 advantages for them: i – the Arab, Western and Israeli regimes would feel safe that the Islamic State has been prevented from expanding, ii – the FSA can carry on their secular revolution. So a mixture of bad feelings and financial reward encouraged the FSA to attack them.

What did the FSA want?

The Free Syrian Army (FSA) do not want a global Caliphate but simply want a national governance of Syria and were willing to take funds from Western and Arab regimes to get rid of the Islamic State. Money corrupted them and made them forget that they had formed to fight Bashar al-Assad the tyrant, not the people who came to help them. These groups began receiving funds by the West and Arab regimes with money and weapons if they fought the Islamic State, since the Islamic State is a threat to many world leaders. Any group who gets money from other countries to expel the Islamic State is called ‘Sahwaat’. Sahwaat are not a new phenomena, the Americans payed Sunnis tribes of Iraq to fight for them during the American invasion against the Islamic State of Iraq in 2006+ (the Sahwaat were the cause of the martyrdom of Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi, Abu Hamza and Abu Umar). The same would happen in Syria, except unsuccessfully—because the Islamic State had learnt from it’s experience in Iraq well already.

As a result of these crimes against the Islamic State’s citizens and women, the FSA were fought and their territory seized for harming innocent Muslims. As the Islamic State got stronger as a war-machine, a new type of warfare against the Islamic State would begin – Media warfare (also known as Psy-Ops) - a media campaign began against the Islamic State – accusing them of all sorts of crimes, and especially the claim that they kill Muslims instead of non Muslim enemies. The Islamic State would now be labelled as “al-Khawarij” (an extremist sect who kills only Muslims.)
Media warfare: Accusing the Islamic State of being al-Khawarij:

Due to the huge successes of the Islamic State in both Syria and Iraq, world powers began a new campaign of distorting the image of the Islamic State through Media Warfare (also known as Psy-Ops). They began to accuse them of all sorts of crimes without any proof, including claims of ‘sex jihad’ and killings of innocents etc. One of the most powerful slogans used by many religious people was that ‘Daesh are al-Khawarij’ (a derogatory term to describe the Islamic state as people who kill Muslims instead of non-Muslims). This label had been used throughout modern history by ‘scholars for dollars’ to prevent people from Jihad. The reality was, the Islamic State fought other Sunni rebel groups who fought them (as an ‘eye for an eye, life for a life’), but they also fought and defeated the Persian Shi’a tyrant enemy and disbelievers more than any other group in the Syrian and Iraqi conflicts.

Accusations kept being thrown against the Islamic State until in May 2014, Abu Muhammad al-Adnani – the spokesman of the Islamic State released an audio statement in which he prayed (did a curse: Mubahala) against the Islamic State if they truly were al-Khawarij:

Abi Mohammad Al-Adnani say O Allah if this State is a State of the Khawārij then break its back, kill its leaders, forgo its banner and guide its soldiers to the truth. O Allah if this is an Islamic State, ruling by Your Book and the Sunnah of Your Prophet, fighting Your enemies, then keep it firm, honour it and grant it victory, and establish it upon the earth, and make it as the Khilāfah upon the Way of Prophethood. So say Āmīn O Muslims. O Allah, deal with all of those who split the ranks of the Mujāhidīn, and who divided the word of the Muslims, pleased the disbelievers, enraged the believers and delayed the Jihad by many years. O Allah expose their secrets and hidden intentions, and send upon them Your Anger and Your Curse and show us in them the Miracles of Your Power and Might. Say Āmīn O Muslims
During this time (January 2014), the Islamic State had been on the backfoot and was being surrounded and attacked by all sides. Sahwaat rebels from the Sunni side were backstabbing the Islamic State while it was attacking the Shi’a enemy from the front.

Miraculously, straight after this prayer of al-Adnani, the Islamic State suddenly gained strength after strength and massive victories. Within only 6 months of being backstabbed by the FSA, it took huge chunks of land and weapons from the Shi’a government of Syria and huge chunks of land and weapons from the Shi’a government of Iraq too - taking over a 1/3 each of both countries (Syria and Iraq).

Al-Adnani had said: ‘O Allah, if this is an Islamic State, ruling by Your Book and the Sunnah [method] of Your Prophet, fighting Your enemies, then keep it firm, honour it and grant it victory, and establish it upon the earth and make it as the Khilafah upon the way of Prophethood.’

We will see the result of this du’a (prayer) in the upcoming chapters...
If you want to know where the true Muslims are, look at what direction the arrows of the Kuffar are firing

- Ali ibn Abi Talib (RA)
America attacks the Islamic State, again - (August 2014)

200,000+ Sunnis’ had been massacred in Syria, chemical weapons had been used by the Syrian shi’a regime on innocent civilians, and thousands of Iraqis’ had also been killed. But the world watched on… “We will not get involved in another Middle Eastern war” was the voice of the West.

The Islamic State continued to expand at unimaginable speed (mid 2014), they were almost about to take over Baghdad, (the capital of Iraq.) The Shi’a begged the Americans for help, and the Americans couldn’t hold themselves. They sent drones and fighter jets to strike the Islamic State positions. But for what exactly? What would they gain from it? Nothing, really. They were already in trillions of dollars of debt, and the Islamic State was stronger than ever. Even if they defeated the Islamic State (which is now impossible), Iran –an enemy of America- would take over and how would that benefit America? They cannot afford to send boots into the Middle East again, so they only used Airpower. In effect, they would become the airforce of the Shi’a.

Why would America ally with Iran? Because Iran and America have only one thing in common – they both want to stop the spread of the Global Caliphate. And this is why threats of ‘Death to America’ from the Iranians can’t be heard anymore, the Arab regimes’ silence was humiliating for them, and the Islamic State grew in power and esteem amongst the Sunni masses around the Muslim world.

This isn’t history, this is happening right now as we speak – America is bombing the Islamic State, and yet still – the Islamic State is expanding. If America could not defeat the Islamic State when it was weak in 2006, how can they defeat it now when it is at its strongest ever? The Islamic State is expanding, even though they are fighting entire nations; Syria, Iraq, America, Iran, Lebanon, the Iraqi Kurds, and they are entering into Saudi territory for expansion too. How can 30,000 men fight the entire world powers and still be winning? No doubt, Allah is their helper. ‘If you help Allah’s cause, He will help you and keep your feet firm.’ (Quran - Surah Muhammad [47]).
Abu Mosa (now: shaheed) in the Vice documentary: ‘The Islamic State.’
As America attacked the Islamic State and killed Muslims, the Islamic State began its own tactics in scaring America. They had captured American citizens present in Syria (who have no protection in Islam, unless they pay Jizyah to the Islamic State). They warned America that if you kill innocent Muslims, your citizens will also be killed. Before James Foley’s execution, the Islamic State had negotiated a prisoner-swap of James Foley in exchange for sister Aafia Siddiqui. But the Americans refused. The Islamic State then would execute James Foley to deter Americans from future attacks. This was James Foley’s speech before his death.

**Video: ‘A Message to America’ (Released: 20th August 2014).**

*James Foley:*

“I call on my friends, family, and loved ones to rise up against my real killers, the US government. For what will happen to me is only a result of their complacency and criminality.

My message to my beloved parents, save me some dignity, and don’t accept some meagre compensation, for my death, from the same people who effectively hit the last nail in my coffin with their recent aerial campaign in Iraq.

I call on my brother John, who is a member of the US air force. Think about what you are doing, think about the lives you destroy, including those of your own family. I call on you John, think about who made the decision to bomb Iraq recently and kill those people, whoever they may have been. Think John, who did they really kill? And did they think about me, you, our family when they made that decision?

I died that day John, when your colleagues dropped that bomb on those people they signed my death certificate. I wish I had more time. I wish I could have the hope of freedom and seeing my family once again. But that ship has sailed. I guess all in all I wish I wasn’t American.”
English speaking Executioner – from the Islamic State:

“This is James Foley, an American citizen of YOUR country. As a government, you have been at the forefront of aggression towards the Islamic State. You have plotted against us and gone FAR out of your way to interfere in OUR affairs. Today, your military air force is attacking us daily in Iraq, your strikes have caused casualties amongst Muslims. You’re no longer fighting an insurgency; WE are an Islamic ARMY, and a State which has been accepted by a large number of Muslims worldwide, so effectively - any aggression against the Islamic State is an aggression against Muslims from all ways of life who have accepted the Islamic Caliphate as their leadership.

So any attempt by YOU - Obama, to deny the Muslims their right to live safely under the Islamic Caliphate will result in the bloodshed of YOUR people.”

Note: the video (‘A Message to America’) has been removed from almost ALL websites on the net.

[WARNING – GRAPHIC IMAGES BELOW]

The video clip then moves on and shows another American prisoner, wherein the executioner says:

“...The life of this American citizen Obama, depends on YOUR next decision.”

[Video finished. Total duration of vid: 4:40mins.]

Note: America continues to strike Iraq with fighter jets after this video, so the war continues...
"The Islamic State is now the most capable military power in the Middle East outside Israel."

*The Guardian Newspaper* - (Date: 23rd August 2014)

"Isis now controls a swath of land slightly larger than the UK, from Aleppo to central Iraq, and holds sway over a population of at least four million people. The group's rapid ability to organise and consolidate continues to splinter a fractured body politic in Iraq and Syria and is fast causing ramifications for the broader Middle East.

"The Islamic State is now the most capable military power in the Middle East outside Israel," a senior regional diplomat said on Friday. "They can determine outcomes in a few days that the Syrian rebels took two years to influence. Their capacity is in sharp contrast to the Syrian regime, which is only able to fight one battle at a time and has to fight hard for every success.

"In the first two months of its life, the so-called Caliphate has achieved unparalleled success. It is in the process of creating foundations for substantial financial, military and political growth. It is the best equipped and most capable terror group in the world. It is unlike anything we have ever seen."

Isis has surrounded the Tabqa airbase in Raqqa province from all sides, trapping 800 to 1,000 Syrian troops and airmen who have used the base to attack mainstream opposition groups in the north of the country for the past two years.

Despite Isis gradually subsuming parts of the opposition in northern Syria, the Syrian regime had not attacked the terror group until it launched its offensive into Iraq on 10 June. Since then, Syrian jets have bombed 30 targets in Raqqa, which had been a command hub for Isis for the past 18 months.

"They did not bomb the [Isis] headquarters until June and even then only after it had been evacuated. We are all paying the price now," the Kurdish intelligence chief Masrour Barzani told the Guardian this month.

Syrian reinforcements have rushed to defend Tabqa, but doing so will be difficult. Every other regime facility in eastern Syria has fallen over the past year and there is little chance of holding Tabqa without external help.

If Tabqa falls, Isis will have a relatively clear run towards Syria's fourth city, Hama, around 300 miles to the west. Hama is within a contiguous strip linking Damascus to the coastal cities of Latakia and Tartous, which earlier in the Syrian civil war were designated a de facto rump state that could be defended by loyalists.

Of more immediate concern, though, is the fate of the country's second city, Aleppo, which is almost surrounded by regime forces who, with the help of a relentless barrel-bombing campaign in rebel-held eastern Aleppo, have pushed the mainstream opposition to the edge of defeat.

A revitalised Isis threatens to change that dynamic. Using armoured vehicles supplied by the US to the vanquished Iraqi army, Isis has taken 12 villages in the Aleppo countryside in the past fortnight and is threatening to turn its guns on the opposition at the same time as it tries to engage the Syrian regime.
"For Isis, it is crucial to control such a long stretch of border with Turkey, because it wants to continue the influx of foreign fighters," the western diplomat said. "Aleppo is the key to all of northern Syria. The group has led large numbers of forces from Anbar to Aleppo in preparation for this battle. They are being led by the senior emir, Abu Wahib."

Western leaders have indicated that a key strategy in tackling Isis will involve trying to deprive Isis of the support of the 20 million Sunni Arabs who live between Damascus and Baghdad. But the difficulties of that approach was underscored on Friday when Shia militia shot dead dozens of Sunni in a village north of Baghdad.

Morgue officials said 68 people died in the settlement 40 miles from Baquba, in one of the deadliest such attacks this year. It is the multiplicity of such attacks that has persuaded Sunni Iraqis that they stand a better chance working with Isis than with the Shia-dominated Iraqi state.

"Sectarian militias entered and opened fire at worshippers. Most mosques have no security," lawmaker Nahida al-Dayani told Reuters. "Some of the victims were from one family. Some women who rushed to see the fate of their relatives at the mosque were killed."

A Sunni tribal leader, Salman al-Jibouri, said his community was prepared to respond in kind. "Sunni tribes have been alerted to avenge the killings," he said.
Life in the Islamic State
(Personal experience in the city of Raqqah in Syria)

Abu Dujana AlMuhajir @AbuDujanaMuhajr | (new account: @Abu_Dujana_)

State Building:

I (as a British Mujahid) meet a lot of people, in my checkpoint work i used to do, in shops, at the court, etc, i meet christians, liberals, all sorts. Some people are VERY straight up, come up to you and express their opinions, i think you lot are working with the government and so on. Also the State has been making extra effort to employ civilians in jobs such as traffic control, police, construction, health, infrastructure. I haven't been to Halab (Aleppo) for a long time but in the states of Homs and Raqqah, there is much construction taking place. A new free health clinic/hospital in Homs state, New market place in Raqqah, Houses and other buildings all. You will find Islamic State employees driving up and down the motorways. Some responsible for water, some fixing roads, and others. Being a frequent traveller ive had the pleasure of meeting people from all backgrounds and roles. Life continues as normal Alhamdulillah.

Interracial equality:

Its very easy to trample over people when you hold a rifle, it is our Eemaan, Taqwa/Moality that keeps us in check. Back when Badia was a melting pot of different groups, we (ISIS) had to tell off some of the other groups for using the peoples land... There has also been beautiful mixing of the Muhajireen (emigrants) and the Ansaar (native helpers). Many Ansaari women of Homs and Sukhnah married to Muhajireen. A rifle in your hand is responsibility, not power. Alhamdulillah many of the young syrian men see as as role models and are joining daily. The Daw'ah office and the Bayt ul Maal, two institutions set up for the needy. Many NEW bread factories in Raqqa. Particularly important as bread is the staple food in the syrian diet. The bread is at an extremely low price, and i mean extremely low.

Justice:

Trade continues and improves, we do our bit on religious side also. Signs in market places of Hadith reminding people to be fair with scales. The Selling/trading of Tobacco, Alcohol and other intoxicants are all forbidden.

Free Education:

At the start of the year, the State organised large program of training of new Nurses in Raqqah. Secular education and universities continue but optional religious education is also available for adults. Seems to be more popular for women. We strive to make the Islamic State a place of justice and security. We' have had women come to us after suffering from domestic abuse, being beaten by Husbands or male relatives. Unfortunately domestic violence is an issue but inshaallah with time it will be stamped out.
Helping the needy:

Abu Umar @AbuUmar8246: A free meal [from the Islamic State] kitchen intended to help the people of Raqqah and refugees from other Syrian provinces: pic.twitter.com/2YeyexZEfx

Debt-free homes:

Aymenn J Al-Tamimi - @ajaltamimi: Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi has opened up new homes for the poor in Tel Afar: likely the Islamic State has done this through seizure of homes vacated by fleeing Shi’a.

Also, all the debts owed by these poor to the local banks have been cancelled by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi’s orders in Tel Afar. #Iraq

Note: all these sub-titles quoted are signs of a successful state, and many Westerners reading this will be aware that all the sub-titles mentioned in the list are becoming a common problem in ‘1st world countries’, i.e. state services, interracial integrity, justice, self-sufficiency, and debt-free lives are on the decline in the West = Failure, whereas they are on the increase within the Islamic State = Success.

The Islamic_State repair the streets, roads and sidewalks in Ninawah province, #Iraq (#IS #KhilafaRestored #Islam)
“Are the Islamic State bonkers?!”

Are "ISIS" (Islamic State) bonkers? by our standards, yes: battling every force out there simultaneously! but they are winning, so we should review our standards! I heard about the 50 men stand in afghan civil war, I thought that was some Spartan-like exaggeration, not any more.

The Islamic State is like a wolverine, small but vicious, looks down on the bear & attacks against all logic...AND WINS!! Few hundred ISIS held back Iraqi army! An organization with less than 10,000 fighters is battling two nations (Iraq & Syria) [who have over 200,000 soldiers]!

Contemplate on that for a sec! ISIS proves what Sun Tzo said, victory & defeat are decided before battle in the hearts of the fighters.

O Prophet (Muhammad SAW)! Urge the believers to fight. If there are twenty steadfast persons amongst you, they will overcome two hundred, and if there be a hundred steadfast persons they will overcome a thousand of those who disbelieve, because they (the disbelievers) are people who do not understand.

– Quran al-Anfal 8:65
Seth Frantzman @sfrantzman:

*Got to give ISIS credit here; they are fighting basically everyone...*

*and still advancing somehow.*

IS's lighting advance in this whole province is so rapid that nobody is even bothering to keep track of it. In the rest of the country it takes each side weeks and days to take a single village, IS takes cities in a few hours.
Islamic State takes over 2\textsuperscript{nd} biggest city in Iraq - Mosul.

On 11\textsuperscript{th} of June 2014, the Islamic State of Iraq & al-Sham (Syria) [ISIS] reached Mosul, and took over the entire city within 1 night! This was nothing short of a miracle and it left the entire world stunned.

\textbf{ISIS (the Islamic State) captured:}

- 50 tanks
- 4000 heavy machine guns,
- 250 Humvees and
- several GPS-guided 155mm artillery with range of 45km.
- $450 million dollars cash!
- Many tonnes of gold!
- And an entire city (Mosul is the 2\textsuperscript{nd} biggest city in Iraq and many towns.)

Memlik Pasha @MemlikPasha:

According to Iraqi security analyst, #ISIS has captured 1 billion US Dollars’ worth of Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) vehicles and equipment. Compare this to reports of ill-equipped Iraqi army defense volunteers with images of \textit{Fighters from ISIS} [the Islamic State] who use body armor, ISF helmets, even night-vision equipment and often –the Islamic State fighters- carry 2 weapons per individual fighter.

@PatrickOsgood: ISIS is already \textbf{earning} $1million dollars a day (yes, per day!) from oil smuggling in Iraq (iraqoilreport.com/security/energ...)

Aditya @lalithadithya:

\textit{“I felt like I was fighting armies, not an army”} said Mohamed, 24. - a Iraqi army soldier battling ISIS.

Some other reports mention that Iraqi Shi’a soldiers said they saw ‘ghosts’ when fighting the Islamic State in the battle of Mosul. (these ghosts may well have been angels of Allah to scare the enemy.) Many of the Iraqi soldiers fled out of fear, and this is why the takeover of Mosul was so quick.

Mizanur Rahman - @Abu_Baraa1

Iraqi Soldier testified: "\textit{ISIS are a weird bunch. they don’t fight you if you lay down your weapons, they took my weapon and let me go}” –BBC
Enter upon them through the gates
Islamic State humiliates Maliki's Safawi Army with a brazen attack on Mosul

Further victories in Al-Khayr as the Islamic State retakes the Koniko Gas Field

Download Magazine link: http://www.gulfup.com/?THTZFD (click on link below green arrow)
What the Islamic State captured from the Iraqi army
Humvee with Islamic State emblem painted onto body. RT @NurAlDin_ #ISIS / #IS pic.twitter.com/tTsjOXiwa
Battle Tactics of the Islamic State:

The Islamic State is known to have very unique methods to project its power and instill fear in the hearts of its enemies. The techniques they use are well planned out, and range from assassinations using silencers on pistols to car bombs, IEDs, to ambushes, and even full-scale war of a real army with advanced heavy weapons like tanks and armed helicopters.

The following are just a few methods they use.

Raiding the Traitors homes – pretending to be the Iraqi SWAT army:

The Iraqi Witness @_IraqiWitness

#ISIS (the Islamic State) always uses the same tactics when it comes to executing Sahwat (traitors). They dress up as Swat/military. Then raid houses. Then accuse Sahwat leaders of being (‘Islamic’) terrorists, they of course think this is the police so they will snitch on themselves saying - >> "I arrested this guy and that guy" and "I worked for so and so in the Kafir government". ISIS will then say we don’t believe you, you are ISIS. >>

>> Sahwat then gets out his phone to call his contacts at the interior ministry of the Iraqi government who then confirm that he indeed works for them. >> >> After the confirmation –that he works for the Kafir Iraqi army- the Islamic State tell him that they are in fact ISIS followed by the execution of that traitor..Always the same.

[Note: search for a video on youtube: Saleel al Sawarim 4 to see this in reality, or see Chapter: Must Watch Videos for the direct link].

“Abu tells me. He continues, explaining how some particularly fearless jihadist fighters from Yemen leap onto the regime’s tanks as they’re still moving, rip open the doors and open up their machine guns onto the soldiers inside. Brutal and foolhardy, perhaps, but definitely effective, and with only superficial damage inflicted on the tank.”

Ambushes:

The New York Times reports a victory of the Islamic State on 16th July 2014:

After pounding Tikrit with bombs on Tuesday and saying it would be a matter of hours before the Iraqi government reconquered it, the army and its supporters reached the police academy, the hospital and the municipal building, according to soldiers who were fighting there.

With air support and tanks on their side and ISIS fighters seemingly retreating from the city, the security forces appeared to have been lured into thinking that the militants were truly gone. One cohort began clearing bombs and defusing booby traps from the hospital and then received an order to raise the Iraqi flag on the roofs of all the buildings.

That was when “the doors of hell opened,” said Ali, a soldier in a tank division, who was at the hospital. “The bullets rained on our heads from everywhere, the suicide bombers were throwing themselves from the windows and detonated themselves in the air,” he said. It was unclear if the militants were actually jumping into groups of soldiers in vehicles outside the hospital or if, in the mayhem, it merely appeared that the militants were flying at them from all sides.

“The most casualties were among the volunteers who were deeply vulnerable and unable to protect themselves,” he said.

There was hardly time for the soldiers and militias to defend themselves. “Everyone was evacuating his comrade,” he said.

The fighting went on less virulently after an initial retreat and ended on Wednesday morning when the lone helicopter providing air support ran out of fuel and could not be quickly replaced, soldiers said. The military, militia fighters and volunteers retreated to the edge of the city.

We see in this ambush that the Islamic State soldiers hid in a tall building, fooling the enemy army to approach, and when the army came thinking they were victorious – they ambushed the enemy by flooding them with bullets and istishhadi’s (martyrdom operators) who exploded their belts in mid-air to destroy their enemies and put fear in their hearts in huge numbers.
A brother from the Islamic State who was martyred (shaheed) in Syria. 2 months later they took his body out of the grave to move it to a different location, and it is still fresh, his face has noor (shining light) on it and even the blood is still dripping as though he was just martyred a few minutes ago.

*And do not say about those who are killed in the way of Allah; "They are dead." Rather, they are alive (in Paradise), but you are not aware.*

(Quran 2:154)
‘The Shield of Islam’ – an elite fighting force of the Islamic State?

Daniele Raineri @DanieleRaineri

"The Islamic State group relies heavily on an elite fighting force of around 1,800 men known as the Shield of Islam" "Al Baghdadi supervises the Shield of Islam directly and guides its movements around the clock" says senior source in Iraqi security service. "Most of 1000 or so men who entered Mosul were known for fighting prowess, sophisticated weaponry, extreme loyalty to Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi" "On June 10, the day that the Iraqi army withdrew completely from Mosul, the Shield of Islam forces got orders from al-Baghdadi that...

"... they should occupy Mosul and announce a new wilaya [province] for Mosul" "Many of the Shield of Islam fighters are highly experienced, having seen battle in Syria, particularly around the Syrian city of Aleppo" “The strike force belonging to the Islamic State also relies heavily on another network. It’s called Madafat [guest houses]"

"Madafat is an institution that provides fighters with accommodation, food and documentation they might need to facilitate their movement"

Two notes: the article quotes Hisham al Hashimi, an advisor for the Iraqi government. Same expert who gave to Telegraph the leadership chart. These "shock troops" and "inside sleeper cells" joint manoeuvres by Islamic States seem a blueprint for the other target cities in Iraq. "Once Mosul looked likely to fall to the Islamic State, a further 800 militants emerged from inside the city. So-called "sleeper cells"" "Much of Islamic State’s recent strategy in Iraq has involved their elite strike force entering a city and occupying it for a short time" "... before passing the reins to members of the sleeper cells already inside the city" – "also happened after Islamic State entered Tikrit"
True Dream:
Ali (ra) struck the Shi’a with a Massive sword.

Muhibatallah says:

“I promise by Allah, I saw Ali ibn Abi Talib (the son in law of Prophet Muhammad) in Iraq, he is Hitting the Raafidah (Shi’a) with a massive sword.

He (Ali) then says that the Shi’a and the disbelievers will not remain, and that their destruction is near.”

Source: [https://twitter.com/1Roia/status/468605489924689921](https://twitter.com/1Roia/status/468605489924689921)
Nice things Non Muslims and outsiders said about the Islamic State

Look how greatly have the Hindu nurses talked about the Islamic State..The nurses from India who returned from Iraq talked very highly about these men and the amount of respect the ISIS gave to them..the media will not show this..!!

ISIS peoples are Not terrorists, Caring brothers: Indian nurses

“They didn't do anything, they didn't disturb us and they didn't harm anyone. They didn't touch even. They talked nicely.” - Marina Jose, nurse

“They said we’ll arrange everything to go back in India, they are the one only arranging, they are the one bringing to Mosul border and then hand over to Indian embassy” - the nurses said.

But Demir says during his captivity he saw a different side to the young Sunni men who make up the group’s rank and file.

“They gave us mattresses to sleep on, while they slept on concrete themselves. They drank the water from the pond, but gave us bottled water. They said they like Turkish people and they don’t harm anyone who confesses and calls himself a Muslim.”
How much Jizyah (tax) do non muslims pay in the Islamic State?

In July 21st 2014, the Islamic State released this document to show how little the non Muslims pay of tax (yearly) in the Islamic State. It’s based on the costs of Jizyah during the time of Allah’s Messenger, Muhammad (saws), about 2 dinars (gold coins) [see book: Buloogh al-Maraam]. This is cheaper tax than any country in the West, and non Muslims actually pay less than Muslims pay in the Islamic State. Muslims pay 2.5% of all their wealth yearly, which can go into thousands of dollars, but non muslims in the Islamic State only pay a few hundred yearly, and get protection aswell!
Khalifah Ibrahim –
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi al Qurayshi al-Husseini al-Baghdadi

Today Abu Bakr Al Baghdadi (pictured right) led Friday prayer in Mosul's Great Mosque. Islamic State has temporary cut mobile phones pic.twitter.com/tNT7AJFH9x

5:43 p.m. Fri, July 4

On 4th of July 2014 (6th of Ramadan), Abu Bakr al Baghdadi for the first time came out publically and gave a Khutbah (sermon) and led the Friday prayer in Mosul’s great masjid/mosque (video of sermon and its English translation can be found on youtube.)

Mosul had just been liberated a few days before this, and the news sent shock waves around the world. How could the worlds most wanted man give a public sermon in one of the biggest mosques in Iraq, and all under the nose of the US? How come they didn’t notice? This embarrassed the intelligence agencies of the world and gave a boost in morale to the Islamic State and to believers from all around the world.

The video was uploaded on youtube the next day by the Islamic States media organisation: al-Furqan. It got 1million hits on youtube on the first day alone and shocked the entire ummah who were unaware that efforts to revive the Khilafah were already being put into action.

The Khutbah was a normal khutbah, mentioning the benefits of Ramadan, but it also had a touch of the Khutbahs’ of the earliest leaders like Abu Bakr al-Siddeeq, where he mentioned to the people that they should obey him if he obeys Allah etc. He then led the people behind him in prayer.

Why black? Many people say Khalifah Ibrahim, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi wore full black to represent the Abbasids (Banu Abbas) who were; descendants of Prophet Muhammad’s tribe, who ruled the Muslim world from Baghdad for over 500years, and they fought the Shi’a.
The biography of Khalifa Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi, Amir Ul Mu’minin
(Commander of the Believers)

(This biography was originally released in July 2013)

**Name:** Abu Dua, Ibrahim bin Awad bin Ibrahim Al-Badri Al-Radawi Al-Husseini Al-Samarra’i. He is a descendant from the tribes of Al-Sada Al-Ashtaraf Al- Badriyin (Al-Bu’Badri) Al-Radawiya Al-Husayniyya Al-Hāshimiyyah Al-Qurayshiya Al-Nizariya Al-Adnaniya.

His Lineage all the way back to the Prophet Muhammad (SAW).

**Marital status:** Married

He is a former teacher and educator and a well known preacher, and a graduate from the Islamic University in Baghdad and he studied in it the academic levels (Bachelor, Masters and PhD) he was known as a preacher and erudite in Islamic culture, and Sharia knowledge and Fiqh, and an expert in the sciences of history and noble lineage, and he has a wide relations and clear impact on the members of his tribe in Diyala and Samarra until they declared on a fully voluntary and total certainty their Baya’a to the Islamic State of Iraq and its first Amir (Abu Omar Al-Baghdadi Al- Qurayshi) when they gave Baya’a to the Amir and the State in the beginning of its establishment and appearance on the Jihadi arena in Iraq in the official deceleration in the last ten days of the month of Ramadan 2006.

It is known that Dr. Ibrahim Awad is from the most prominent figures of Al-Salafiya Al-Jihadiya and one of its most famous theorists in Diyala and in the city of Samarra in the mosque of Imam Ahmed ibn Hanbal rahimahullah. He is a man from a religious family. His brothers and uncles include preachers and professors of Arabic language, rhetoric and logic.

Their Aqeeda is Salafiya. His father Sheikh Awad is from the elders of Al-Bu’Badri tribe, he loves the religion, and from the callers to decency and virtue and from the supporters of promoting of virtue and preventing of vice, and his grandfather Haj Ibrahim Ali Al-Badri is a man known of his persistency on congregational prayer, and being good to his kin, and keenness to the needs of the modest families, and Haj Ibrahim died a few years ago in the post occupation era after he lived long in this Dunya in obedience and being good to his kin and good deeds, and Allah with His grace and favor prolonged the life of late Haj until he almost reached 95 years old.

The absence of an audio or video recording for Dr. Abu Dua isn’t because of his lack of rhetoric or weak language or something like that, this is not true because the man is has an eloquent speech and strong language, and has an obvious acumen and smartness so he combined between two characteristics of the former Amirs of the State when he combined the calmness and leisureliness of Abu Omar Al-Baghdadi and his high security sense, and took much of the cleverness and courage of Abu Ayub Al-Masri.

The security and military experience of Dr. Abu Dua increased by practice in the past eight and half years of fighting and attack and retreat. He incited on fighting and he himself fought then he was captured and released, he engaged in many battles, and established Jamaats and participated in establishing others and supported it then he joined Majlis Shura Al-Mujahidin and the Islamic State of Iraq as a member of the Majlis Al-Shura, until he became in the official declaration of the State in
16 May 2010 as Amir of the Islamic State of Iraq, and he didn’t reach that status except by passing through several stages until he was worthy for that post.

In the beginning he worked with several of his companions in establishing Jamaat Jaish Ahli Sunnah wa Al-Jamaah that was active in particular in the provinces of Diyala, Samarra and Baghdad, and head the Sharia Committee of the Jamaat, this Jamaat later it gave Baya’a and joined Majlis Shura Al-Mujahidin one week after it was declared, and then Dr. Abu Dua joined the Sharia Committees of the Majlis and he became a member of the Majlis Al-Shura, and after the declaration Islamic State of Iraq he became the General Supervisor of the Sharia Committees of the Wilayahs and a member of the Majlis Al-Shura of the Islamic State of Iraq also he has an obvious and influential role in the Baya’a of some of the tribes of Samarra to Abu Omar Al-Baghdadi, and he participated in the Baya’a of his tribe and its youth to the State, and as years passed it was logical that Abu Omar Al-Baghdadi Al-Husseini Al-Qurayshi (Hamid Al-Zawi) to succeed him, and there is no doubt in that because “Abu Mahmud” had a high security sense, and he had his calculations and he expected all possibilities and recommended that Dr. Abu Dua be his successor.

This biography has been collected to support and do justice to Amir Al-Baghdadi, whom they criticized with sharp tongues, and forgot his ardor, determination and support for the people of Syria with money and soul despite of the hardships, and send a copy to those who do not know the people of jihad and their favor and significance. So won’t the people of theories who sit at home restrain their tongues from criticizing the men of jihad?

Source: http://justpaste.it/g29z [English]
Arabic version: http://justpaste.it/4i6v
The 1st message of the Caliph of the Muslims - in Ramadan 2014:

A Message to the Mujahidin and Muslim Ummah in the Month of Ramadan

From Amir Ul Mu’minin Abu Bakr Al Husayni Al-Qurashi Al-Baghdadi

Original Audio: https://ia601509.us.archive.org/35/items/aa_695848/risala.mp3
Translation of the Audio: https://ia902501.us.archive.org/2/items/hym3_22aw/english.pdf

Translation released by: https://twitter.com/en_alhayat
Compiled by: https://twitter.com/AbuUmar8246

Truly all praise belongs to Allah. We praise Him, and seek His help and His forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allah from the evils of our souls and from the consequences of our deeds. Whomever Allah guides can never be led astray, and whomever Allah leads astray can never be guided.

I testify that there is no god except Allah – alone without any partners – and I testify that Muhammad (peace and blessings be upon him) is His slave and Messenger.

{O you who have believed, fear Allah as He should be feared and do not die except as Muslims} [Āl ‘Imrān: 102].

{O mankind, fear your Lord, who created you from one soul and created from it its mate and dispersed from both of them many men and women. And fear Allah, through whom you ask one another, and the wombs. Indeed Allah is ever, over you, an Observer} [An-Nisā’: 1].

{O you who have believed, fear Allah and speak words of appropriate justice. He will amend for you your deeds and forgive you your sins. And whoever obeys Allah and His messenger has certainly achieved a great triumph} [Al-Ahzāb: 70-71].

As for what follows:

Allah (the Exalted) said, {O you who have believed, decreed upon you is fasting as it was decreed upon those before you that you may become righteous} [Al-Baqarah: 183].

{The month of Ramadan [is that] in which was revealed the Quran, a guidance for the people and clear proofs of guidance and criterion. So whoever sights [the new moon of] the month, let him fast it} [Al-Baqarah: 185].

We congratulate the ummah (people) of Islam, in the East and in the West, on the advent of the blessed month of Ramadan, and we praise Allah (the Exalted) for allowing us to reach this virtuous month. Al-Bukhārī and Muslim reported on the authority of Ābū Hurayrah (may Allah be pleased with him) who narrated that the Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings be upon him) said, “Whoever fasts the month of Ramadan, having faith and anticipating a reward, will have his past sins forgiven.” He also said, “Whoever stands in prayer in the month of Ramadan, having faith and anticipating a reward, will have his past sins forgiven.”
So congratulations to you, O slaves of Allah, as Allah has allowed you to reach this noble month. Praise Allah and thank Him for having granted you long lives, thereby giving you a chance to correct your past deeds. Meet the month of Ramadan with sincere repentance and truthful resolve.

{O you who have believed, repent to Allah with sincere repentance. Perhaps your Lord will remove from you your misdeeds and admit you into gardens beneath which rivers flow [on] the Day when Allah will not disgrace the Prophet and those who believed with him} [At-Tahrīm: 8].

{And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord and a garden as wide as the heavens and earth, prepared for the righteous} [Āl-‘Imrān: 133].

And there is no deed in this virtuous month or in any other month better than jihad in the path of Allah, so take advantage of this opportunity and walk the path of you righteous predecessors. Support the religion of Allah through jihad in the path of Allah. Go forth, O mujahidin in the path of Allah. Terrify the enemies of Allah and seek death in the places where you expect to find it, for the dunyā (worldly life) will come to an end, and the hereafter will last forever.

{So do not weaken and call for peace while you are superior; and Allah is with you and will never deprive you of [the reward of] your deeds. This worldly life is only amusement and diversion} [Muhammad: 35-36].

{And this worldly life is not but diversion and amusement. And indeed, the home of the Hereafter – that is the [eternal] life, if only they knew} [Al-‘Ankabūt: 64].

{But the enduring good deeds are better to your Lord for reward and better for [one’s] hope} [Al-Kahf: 46].

And blessed is the one who parts with his dunyā in Ramadan and meets his Lord on a day from amongst the days of forgiveness.

O mujahidin in the path of Allah, be monks during the night and be knights during the day. Bring joy to the hearts of a believing people, and show the tawāghīt (rulers who claim Allah’s rights) what they are wary of.

O mujahidin in the path of Allah, truly the matter is that of Allah’s religion and His commodity. You only have one soul, and an appointed time of death that will neither be hastened nor delayed. It is a matter of Paradise and Hellfire, happiness and misery. As for the religion of Allah, then it will be victorious. Allah has promised to bring victory to the religion. And as for Allah’s commodity, then it is precious and valuable. Indeed His commodity is costly. Indeed His commodity is Paradise. As for the soul, then what a lowly, miserable, wretched soul it is if it does not seek what is with Allah and does not support the religion of Allah.

By Allah, we will never be mujahidin as long as we are stingy with our lives and our wealth. By Allah, we will never be truthful as long as we do not sacrifice our lives and wealth in order to raise high the word of Allah and bring victory to the religion of Allah.

{Indeed, Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and their properties [in exchange] for that they will have Paradise. They fight in the cause of Allah, so they kill and are killed. [It is] a true promise [binding] upon Him in the Torah and the Gospel and the Quran. And who is truer to his
covenant than Allah? So rejoice in your transaction which you have contracted. And it is that which is the great triumph] [At-Tawbah: 111].

So take up arms, take up arms, O soldiers of the Islamic State! And fight, fight!

Beware of becoming deluded and losing strength. Beware, for the dunyā has come to you reluctantly, so kick it down, trample it, and leave it behind you. Indeed, what is with Allah is better and more lasting. Indeed, the ummah of Islam is watching your jihad with eyes of hope, and indeed you have brothers in many parts of the world being inflicted with the worst kinds of torture. Their honor is being violated. Their blood is being spilled. Prisoners are moaning and crying for help. Orphans and widows are complaining of their plight. Women who have lost their children are weeping. Masājid (plural of masjid) are desecrated and sanctities are violated. Muslims’ rights are forcibly seized in China, India, Palestine, Somalia, the Arabian Peninsula, the Caucasus, Shām (the Levant), Egypt, Iraq, Indonesia, Afghanistan, the Philippines, Ahvaz, Iran [by the rāfidah (shia)], Pakistan, Tunisia, Libya, Algeria and Morocco, in the East and in the West.

So raise your ambitions, O soldiers of the Islamic State! For your brothers all over the world are waiting for your rescue, and are anticipating your brigades. It is enough for you to just look at the scenes that have reached you from Central Africa, and from Burma before that. What is hidden from us is far worse.

So by Allah, we will take revenge! By Allah, we will take revenge! Even if it takes a while, we will take revenge, and every amount of harm against the ummah will be responded to with multitudes more against the perpetrator.

{And those who, when tyranny strikes them, they defend themselves} [Ash-Shūrā: 39].

And the one who commences is the more oppressive.

Soon, by Allah’s permission, a day will come when the Muslim will walk everywhere as a master, having honor, being revered, with his head raised high and his dignity preserved. Anyone who dares to offend him will be disciplined, and any hand that reaches out to harm him will be cut off.

So let the world know that we are living today in a new era. Whoever was heedless must now be alert.

Whoever was sleeping must now awaken. Whoever was shocked and amazed must comprehend. The Muslims today have a loud, thundering statement, and possess heavy boots. They have a statement that will cause the world to hear and understand the meaning of terrorism, and boots that will trample the idol of nationalism, destroy the idol of democracy and uncover its deviant nature.

So listen, O ummah of Islam. Listen and comprehend. Stand up and rise. For the time has come for you to free yourself from the shackles of weakness, and stand in the face of tyranny, against the treacherous rulers – the agents of the crusaders and the atheists, and the guards of the jews.

O ummah of Islam, indeed the world today has been divided into two camps and two trenches, with no third camp present: The camp of Islam and faith, and the camp of kufr (disbelief) and hypocrisy – the camp of the Muslims and the mujahidin everywhere, and the camp of the jews, the crusaders,
their allies, and with them the rest of the nations and religions of kufr, all being led by America and Russia, and being mobilized by the Jews.

Indeed the Muslims were defeated after the fall of their khilāfah (caliphate). Then their state ceased to exist, so the disbelievers were able to weaken and humiliate the Muslims, dominate them in every region, plunder their wealth and resources, and rob them of their rights. They accomplished this by attacking and occupying their lands, placing their treacherous agents in power to rule the Muslims with an iron fist, and spreading dazzling and deceptive slogans such as: civilization, peace, co-existence, freedom, democracy, secularism, baathism, nationalism, and patriotism, among other false slogans.

Those rulers continue striving to enslave the Muslims, pulling them away from their religion with those slogans. So either the Muslim pulls away from his religion, disbelieves in Allah, and disgracefully submits to the manmade shirk (polytheistic) laws of the east and west, living despicably and disgracefully as a follower, by repeating those slogans without will and honor, or he lives persecuted, targeted, and expelled, to end up being killed, imprisoned, or terribly tortured, on the accusation of terrorism. Because terrorism is to disbelieve in those slogans and to believe in Allah. Terrorism is to refer to Allah’s law for judgment. Terrorism is to worship Allah as He ordered you. Terrorism is to refuse humiliation, subjugation, and subordination to the kuffār – infidels. Terrorism is for the Muslim to live as a Muslim, honorably with might and freedom. Terrorism is to insist upon your rights and not give them up.

But terrorism does not include the killing of Muslims in Burma and the burning of their homes. Terrorism does not include the dismembering and disemboweling of the Muslims in the Philippines, Indonesia, and Kashmir. Terrorism does not include the killing of Muslims in the Caucasus and expelling them from their lands. Terrorism does not include making mass graves for the Muslims in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and the slaughtering of their children. Terrorism does not include the destruction of Muslims’ homes in Palestine, the seizing of their lands, and the violation and desecration of their sanctuaries and families.

Terrorism does not include the burning of masājid in Egypt, the destruction of the Muslims’ homes there, the rape of their chaste women, and the oppression of the mujahidin in the Sinai Peninsula and elsewhere. Terrorism does not include the extreme torture and degradation of Muslims in East Turkistan and Iran [by the rāfidah], as well as preventing them from receiving their most basic rights. Terrorism does not include the filling of prisons everywhere with Muslim captives. Terrorism does not include the waging of war against chastity and hijab (Muslim women’s clothing) in France and Tunis. It does not include the propagation of betrayal, prostitution, and adultery.

Terrorism does not include the insulting of the Lord of Mightiness, the cursing of the religion, and the mockery of our Prophet (peace be upon him). Terrorism does not include the slaughtering of Muslims in Central Africa like sheep, while no one weeps for them and denounces their slaughter. All this is not terrorism. Rather it is freedom, democracy, peace, security, and tolerance! Sufficient for us is Allah, and He is the best Disposer of affairs.

{And they resented them not except because they believed in Allah, the Exalted in Might, the Praiseworthy} [Al-Burūj: 8].

O Muslims everywhere, glad tidings to you and expect good. Raise your head high, for today – by Allah’s grace – you have a state and khilāfah, which will return your dignity, might, rights, and leadership. It is a state where the Arab and non-Arab, the white man and black man, the easterner
and westerner are all brothers. It is a khilāfah that gathered the Caucasian, Indian, Chinese, Shāmī, Iraqi, Yemeni, Egyptian, Maghribī (North African), American, French, German, and Australian. Allah brought their hearts together, and thus, they became brothers by His grace, loving each other for the sake of Allah, standing in a single trench, defending and guarding each other, and sacrificing themselves for one another. Their blood mixed and became one, under a single flag and goal, in one pavilion, enjoying this blessing, the blessing of faithful brotherhood. If kings were to taste this blessing, they would abandon their kingdoms and fight over this grace. So all praise and thanks are due to Allah.

Therefore, rush O Muslims to your state. Yes, it is your state. Rush, because Syria is not for the Syrians, and Iraq is not for the Iraqis. The earth is Allah’s. {Indeed, the earth belongs to Allah. He causes to inherit it whom He wills of His servants. And the [best] outcome is for the righteous} [Al-A’rāf: 128].

The State is a state for all Muslims. The land is for the Muslims, all the Muslims.

O Muslims everywhere, whoever is capable of performing hijrah (emigration) to the Islamic State, then let him do so, because hijrah to the land of Islam is obligatory.

Allah (the Exalted) said, {Indeed, those whom the angels take [in death] while wrongdoing themselves – [the angels] will say, “In what [condition] were you?” They will say, “We were oppressed in the land.” The angels will say, “Was not the earth of Allah spacious [enough] for you to emigrate therein?” For those, their refuge is Hell – and evil it is as a destination} [An-Nisā’: 97].

So rush, O Muslims, with your religion to Allah as muhājirīn (emigrants). {And whoever emigrates for the cause of Allah will find on the earth many [alternative] locations and abundance. And whoever leaves his home as an emigrant to Allah and His Messenger and then death overtakes him – his reward has already become incumbent upon Allah. And Allah is ever Forgiving and Merciful} [An- Nisā’: 100].

We make a special call to the scholars, fuqahā’ (experts in Islamic jurisprudence), and callers, especially the judges, as well as people with military, administrative, and service expertise, and medical doctors and engineers of all different specializations and fields. We call them and remind them to fear Allah, for their emigration is wājib ‘aynī (an individual obligation), so that they can answer the dire need of the Muslims for them. People are ignorant of their religion and they thirst for those who can teach them and help them understand it. So fear Allah, O slaves of Allah.

O soldiers of the Islamic State, do not be awestruck by the great numbers of your enemy, for Allah is with you. I do not fear for you the numbers of your opponents, nor do I fear your neediness and poverty, for Allah (the Exalted) has promised your Prophet (peace be upon him) that you will not be wiped out by famine, and your enemy will not himself conquer you and violate your land. Allah placed your provision under the shades of your spears. Rather, I fear for you your own sins. Accept each other and do not dispute. Come together and do not argue. Fear Allah in private and public, openly and secretly. Stay away from sins. Expel from your ranks those who openly commit sin. Be wary of pride, haughtiness, and arrogance. Do not become proud on account of gaining some victories. Humble yourselves before Allah. Do not be arrogant towards Allah’s slaves. Do not underestimate your enemy regardless of how much strength you gain and how much your numbers grow.
I also remind you to attend to the Muslims and the tribes of Ahlus-Sunnah (the Sunnis) with goodness. Stay awake guarding them so they can be safe and at rest. Be their support. Respond with kindness if they do you wrong. Be gentle with them, giving them as much pardon as you can. Persevere, endure, and remain stationed. Know that today you are the defenders of the religion and the guards of the land of Islam. You will face tribulation and malāhim (fierce battles). Verily, the best place for your blood to be spilled is on the path to liberate the Muslim prisoners imprisoned behind the walls of the tawāghit. So prepare your arms, and supply yourselves with piety. Persevere in reciting the Quran with comprehension of its meanings and practice of its teachings. This is my advice to you. If you hold to it, you will conquer Rome and own the world, if Allah wills.

{Our Lord, we have believed in what You revealed and have followed the Messenger, so register us among the witnesses [to truth]} [Āl ‘Imrān: 53].

{Our Lord, do not impose blame upon us if we have forgotten or erred. Our Lord, and lay not upon us a burden like that which You laid upon those before us. Our Lord, and burden us not with that which we have no ability to bear. And pardon us; and forgive us; and have mercy upon us. You are our protector, so give us victory over the disbelieving people} [Al-Baqarah: 286].

www.justpaste.it/g23g
Abu Du'a [a.k.a. Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi]
By Frank Kearney

April 21, 2014

The world's most dangerous man

By the end of the Iraqi summer of 2005, al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) was on the run against U.S. and coalition forces violently — and effectively. We lost 217 U.S. troops in three months alone.

One of the key AQI leaders was a brutal battlefield commander, Ibrahim bin Awad bin Ibrahim al-Badr al-Hasaeni al-Samara'i, also known as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and Abu Du'a. Despite intense military and intelligence efforts and at least one targeted air strike, Baghdadi eluded capture and for five more years led those who killed thousands of Iraqis and Americans. Since 2011, there has been a U.S.-funded $10 million bounty on his head. But the worldwide hunt did not prevent him from moving into Syria and last year taking command of the deadliest Islamist group there.

The lesson of Baghdadi is that human guile can usually beat a high-tech solution. For decades to come, the U.S. and its partners will be

Bint Ibraheem @UmmUmar_ · Jul 14
Caliph Abu Bakr al Baghdadi makes it in TIME's 100 most influential people in the world in 2014
pic.twitter.com/cuAgSwLgP6
The Islamic State is literally bulldozing the borders (the nationalistic idols of our times) between Syria and Iraq, then making roads to connect the two Muslim countries together = No more fake nationalistic borders to divide the Muslims.
The Islamic State on the Map:

pic.twitter.com/D2oj3Lf6at
The Islamic State’s expansion goals till 2020:

The aim of the Islamic State is to bulldoze all the Sykes-picot borders which divide the Muslim world, to remove the puppet-rulers and to establish a global Caliphate.

The puppet rulers in the Muslim world are the first obstacle in uniting the Muslim world. So they are a priority for the Islamic State, from there they want to reach Iran (Persia), Europe (Rome), and finally defeat Israel. And whoever rules Jerusalem, rules the world.
Allah's Messenger said: You will attack Arabia and Allah will enable you to conquer it, then you would attack Persia (Iran) and He would make you to conquer it. Then you would attack Rome (Italy/Europe) and Allah will enable you to conquer it, then you would attack the Dajjal (in Israel) and Allah will enable you to conquer him.

[Sahih Muslim – Kitab al Fitan (Book of Tribulations) - Chapter: Conquests Of The Muslims Before The Appearance Of Ad-Dajjal - Sahih Muslim 2900 - http://sunnah.com/muslim/54/50 ]
The day the Khutbah of Khalifah Ibrahim Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was released, the 2\textsuperscript{nd} most trending hashtag (searched phrase) on Twitter in Saudi Arabia was: ‘Khalifah/Caliph of the Muslims gives a sermon to the Muslims.’

This is really dangerous for the Saudi regime who fear that they will be targeted next by the Islamic State. Many religious Arabs in Arabia are awaiting the Khalifah to liberate their land from Saudi oppression, and for him to announce the Caliphate in the Holy Mosques of Makkah and Madinah. A trending hashtag like this gives publicity of the Khilafah to all Arabs in Arabia, even those who were unaware of the announcement of the Caliphate before.
A man next to the Ka’bah (in Makkah) holds a paper saying:
‘I announce my pledge of allegiance (bay’ah) to the Caliph of the Muslims: Ibraheem son of ‘Awad the Qurayshi’ (meaning: Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi).
Saudi Arabia’s fear of the Islamic State

As the Islamic State keeps expanding and taking over more territory, the people most afraid of its growth are the Saudi Kingdom. The Arabian Peninsula is right next door to Syria and Iraq.

If we see the Prophecy mentioned earlier, we see that Allah’s Messenger said (meaning): “You will attack Arabia and Allah will enable you to conquer it...” It is only natural that the Islamic State will try to liberate the Two Holy cities of Makkah and Madinah, because it is from there that they can announce the Caliphate to the entire Muslim Ummah during the Hajj season – and only this will give them full legitimacy in the eyes of the masses of Muslims. The Saudi kingdom are fully aware of this and are trying to prevent it by any means.

A Telegraph news article on 3rd July 2014 stated: “Saudi Arabia has announced it is sending 30,000 soldiers to monitor the border with Iraq, amid fears over the spread of Islamic State.”

The Saudi government is also aware that a huge amount of Saudis’ are supportive of the Islamic State. This has made them go to extremes in imprisoning people for simply supporting the Islamic State. However, the more they do this – the more they expose themselves to being enemies to Islamic causes. Are they then, really worthy of being the caretakers of the Two Holy Mosques?

So the question is; How long will the Saudi kingdom last for?

There are many different views on this, but the next page will discuss some shocking dreams that awliyaa’ (friends of Allah) have had about this while they had been unjustly imprisoned 10 years ago, during the American invasion of Iraq.
True Dreams: Arabia attacked by Iran, USA collapses, Saudi regime fall.

1 - A Muslim prisoner dreamt 9yrs ago (2004) that a black man will be the last president of America. There will be no more America after him.

Note: Obama came into power in 2009. His 2nd final term of presidency ends in January 17th 2017. It may be that America's final war in Syria is now which causes them to be economically destroyed.

I will post the Arabic text of the dreams soon, with english google translation. I've just summarised some points from the dreams here.

2 - There will be a collapse of the world economy (not surprising considering the USA dollar will collapse due to point 1), and soon only gold and silver will have real value. The first countries to be affected by the economic global crash will be the Gulf countries, starting from UAE, Kuwait.

3 - Iran (Persia) will attack Eastern Arabia (one dream was that elephants* are scattered in Eastern Arabia), Riyadh with a big chemical attack. Saudi Arabia will have snipers on its roofs, and the army will come out to defend the Saudi kingdom. This will be the beginning of the fall of the Saudi Kingdom.

The people in Riyadh will feel the atmosphere of war and not know what to do or where to go. The price of Rice, dates, raisings (staple foods will rise sky-high and become extremely expensive (1000s of Riyals.)) This is a hint to Arabs and everyone in the world to stock up on rations, staple foods etc. Now!

*Elephants have been interpreted as the Persians according to Ibn Sireen even during the time of the early Muslims.

4 - When the Saudi kingdom collapses, chaos will be everywhere in Arabia, killing, blood will spread all over the Arabian Peninsula and the tribes will fight each other everywhere due to no central authority. Many people have had this type of dream in Arabia. This fall of the Saudi kingdom leads to the arrival of al Mahdi who flees from trials in Madinah and escapes to Makkah where he gets pledges of loyalty by sincere believers.*

5 - A Muslim prisoner dreamt he travelled through the chaos in Arabia until he entered a house with a young boy in called Abdullah ibn Ibrahim Abu al-Mahdi (note: Abdullah is the name of the father of Al-Mahdi).

See Arabic & more English details here:
http://justpaste.it/true-dreams
Nuclear blast predicted by the Prophet (saws) – Ramadan 2017?
[see Point 3 above of Iran attacking Arabia]:

The first day of Ramadan in 2017 will be on Saturday 27th May 2017. This means that Ramadan will begin on Saturday 27th 00:00 Makkah time which is the night of Friday 26th of May 2017.

14 nights from the first night in the month of Ramadan (2017) is also a Friday. It is the only year that corresponds to this hadith.

Nuclear blast predicted by the Prophet (saws):

Nuaim reports via Abdallah Ibn Masood that the Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said:

"When there is a scream [sayyah] in Ramadan, then there will be bloodshed in Shawwal, and the tribes will form groups in Dhul-Qi'dah, and blood will be spilt in Dhul-Hijjah, and al-Muharram! What will happen in al-Muharram?" saying it three times, "Indeed, indeed! The people will be killed in a great massacre".

We said: "What is the scream, O Messenger of Allah?" He said: "This will be in the middle of Ramadan, on a Friday morning. That will be when the month of Ramadan begins on a Friday night. There will be a blast that will awaken one who is asleep, and bring the young women out of their rooms, on a Friday night during a year of many earthquakes and severe cold."

Nuaim reports via Abdallah Ibn Masood that the Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said:

"During Ramadan there will be a sign in the sky, as a bright pillar of light, and in Shawal a catastrophe, and in Dhul Qada many perishing, and in Dhul Hijja the Pilgrims are plundered, and what will make thee understand what Moharam will hold..."
A devastating sound will be heard in Ramadan, and a commotion in Shawal, and in Dhul Qada conflict between the tribes, and that year the Pilgrims will be plundered and a great confrontation will unfold at Mina with many killed and much blood spilled as they stand on the rock of Al Aqaba. If the blast occurs in Ramadan, then there will be commotion in Shawal...

We asked what the blast is, oh messenger of Allah, and he said: a strong blast of sound in the middle of Ramadan on a Friday night. This blast will wake the sleeping and knock down the standing, and move the aged women from their shelter on a Friday night of a year that will witness many earthquakes.

The prophet talks about a "Blast" with a "devastating sound" that will "awaken the one who is asleep and knock down the standing" and which will appear as a "sign in the sky, a bright pillar of light".

Does this look like a "sign in the sky", a "bright pillar of light"?

People often use the expression "bright pillar of light (or fire)" to describe a nuclear explosion.

Compare the expressions used in the following testimony of a Hiroshima survivor describing the blast, with the expressions used by the prophet (saws) to describe the blast mentioned in the hadiths.

- Testimony of Yasuhiko Taketa, a survivor of Hiroshima, who describes the blast:

"On the morning of August 6, when I was thinking about what I was going to do that day, my mother asked me to deliver some miso (bean paste) to my sister (second daughter), who had moved to Hiroshima when she got married. I wasn't very happy about having to do that errand, but I headed for the train station. I remember looking up at the blue sky during my walk to the station, and
“It’s going to be another hot day.” The air-raid siren went off, so I turned around and went back home. My mother scolded me, so I set out once again for the station, but the train had already departed. I sat on the railing at the ticket gate to wait for the next train. When I thought it should be coming in at any moment, I looked at the station clock. It read a little after 8:10 a.m.

All of a sudden, there was a dazzling flash of light, brighter even than the sun. For a while, I was blinded. The station building and the tracks looked bluish-white, as though magnesium were being burned in front of the station. Seconds later, I heard an earsplitting roar, the sound of a massive explosion. My ears were ringing. The ground trembled under my feet, and all the buildings in the area were shaking. Window panes were blown out and shattered. I was knocked hard onto my back, and thought that my bowels were going to burst out of my abdomen.

I was paralyzed with fear and shock, so much so that I had trouble breathing. I tried to escape, but realized that was impossible. I took shelter under a nearby bench. I was terrified by the booming sounds I heard, thinking that enemy planes were strafing the city.

Then the noise stopped. Cautiously, I crawled out of my hiding place and looked around. I saw an enormous, bright red pillar of fire (I was told later that it measured 200 meters in diameter and rose 10,000 meters in the air), which increased in size minute by minute, reaching high in the sky.

From the ground up, the pillar of fire rose toward the sky, with tremendous force. Sometimes it was hollow at the center. At other times, broiling, leaping flames blew out of the center. The sight was so horrifying that I can find no words to describe it. An army officer standing on the platform, surveying the area with binoculars, told me that the ammunition dump at the armory had been hit.

**The Prophet (saws) describes a "Blast" [of a nuclear explosion?]**: 

- With a "devastating sound":

From Yasuhiko's Hiroshima testimony from Japan:

"I heard an earsplitting roar, the sound of a massive explosion. My ears were ringing. I was terrified by the booming sounds I heard."

- Will "wake the sleeping and knock down the standing":

From Yasuhiko's testimony: "I was knocked hard onto my back" - Will appear as a "sign in the sky, a bright pillar of light":

From Yasuhiko's testimony: "I saw an enormous, bright red pillar of fire (I was told later that it measured 200 meters in diameter and rose 10,000 meters in the air), which increased in size minute by minute, reaching high in the sky.

From the ground up, the pillar of fire rose toward the sky, with tremendous force."

**There is no doubt, the Prophet (saws) is most probably describing a Nuclear blast.** This blast may ignite a civil war in Arabia which many righteous people have dreamt of.
Iran striking Riyadh and taking over Arabia in 2017?

From the above events we can see that Riyadh, the capital city of Saudi Arabia will be hit by Iran as sectarian Sunni vs Shia violence spreads across the Middle East. The Saudi kingdom will fall (Riyadh is their capital) which might be nuked and chaos will spread everywhere. Tribal warfare will become rife and people will kill each other in Arabia like the pre-Islamic days because now there is no central leadership, the Shi’a will probably take over the cities of Madinah and possibly Makkah because they are a powerful force in the Middle East. America is giving them a free reign to attack Sunnis’ and making them now look as the good guys as we see now in the wars of Iraq and Syria.

I will post one amazing dream and its interpretation by scholars to make this more understandable:

True Dreams from Arabia about near-future conflict spreading to all of Arabia:

Muhammad Sayf said on an Islamic Arabic forum:

I saw today in my dream that the sky was torn, and blood drops fell down like rain. Then i saw killings and destruction from the blood, surrounding all of the Arabian Peninsula. Then I saw two rivers coming out of the city of Madinah al Munawarah, which had been darkened by the black smoke, then I saw a light coming out of the Ka’bah (in Makkah) and [the light] went upto the sky, dispersing and chasing away all the darknesses. Meanwhile, I looked at the Earth, and saw it black, then I saw that the Earth was back to normal.

What does it mean?

Note: there have been many dreams similar to this by many people in Arabia, I have only mentioned one and focused more on its interpretation by Islamic dream interpreters.

Interpretations from Islamic Dream experts:

1 - Brother Muhammad from Arabia (the Land of the two Holy mosques):

It is a true dream, and it is a warning of the dark fitan (trials, tribulations) and the blood which will flow in every place, and the Earth will see the disasters of history. And like that - the black fitnah (trial/tribulation) will be in the city of the Messenger of Allah, Muhammad (peace be on him). And in the dream there is the good news that after the darkness, there will be a way out with the Mahdi (guided one who will lead the Muslims). And I ask Allah that He protects us and you from the fitan (trials/tribulations/calamities/difficulties), whatever is apparent in them and whatever is hidden. And Allah knows best.

2 - And this is the explanation of brother "Allamah Faarighah":

It is a true dream, and that War (Harb) will happen at any instance/moment on the cities, and the Shi’a (Shiites) will soon move to Madinah after that during that time, and insha’ Allah (God willing) this will be the time before the coming of the Mahdi, it will be a time when the people will (only) find refuge towards their Lord with prayer. And Allah knows best.
3 - The phrase 'the sky was torn and blood poured down like rain' points to a strong difference of opinions by the people on the authority of the leadership. The sign of 'killing and blood in the Arabian peninsula' points at the noise and violence/turmoil, and fear which will spread amongst the tribes of the Arabian peninsula as a result of the differences which people will have.

The 'light which comes out of Madinah' is the fitnah (tribulation) which will arise from Madinah because of the consequences of the Authority, and I fear that the heart of it will be the King Abdul Aziz (of Saudi Arabia), and in the end - the fitnah (tribulations) and differences will stop with the appointing and following of the figure in the vision of the light which emanates and comes out of the Ka'bah.

This, and Allah the most High knows better. And we ask Allah that He suffices us from the fitan (tribulations), whatever is apparent from it and whatever is hidden.

4 - A explainer of the dream said to me: Fear Allah and repent to Him, this is my interpretation: He said: 'the sky being ripped open': means, the angels coming down from the sky. And the rain of blood: means, war. And the killing and blood: means: the fighting of the different tribes in the Arabian Peninsula, all of them - within the Arabian Peninsula.

And the Fire which comes out of Madinah: it is a man who claims he is from the family of the Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him). He will extend [this claim to others] and war will erupt between the tribes of the Arabs, and oppression and tribulation will spread, then (after some time) they will confirm his truthfulness.

And as for the 'light which emanates from Makkah' - then it is Islam or the Khalifah [Caliphate] of a Muslim who will fix -by Allah's permission- the people after they had been fighting each other. And as for the blackness of the earth: then it is the blood of killings (which had no right to be spilt). Then he finished the explanation.

5 - And another reply was:
Allah's anger is on the people, so He sends on them tribulations (al-fitana).
As for the killings and blood, then it is the fleeing of the people to the Arabian Peninsula from different areas of the world [possibly surrounding countries which are warzones right now].

As for the fire, then it is the tribulations (fitan).
As for the light, then it is Islam which the Muslims will cling onto.
As for the Earth being black, then that is poverty.

Then he said; don't tell anyone of this dream explanation.

Visit this link for the Arabic text (it’s a forum):
http://www.muslm.org/vb/showthread.php?515099-%D8%B1%D8%A4%D9%8A%D8%A7-%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%A3%D9%84-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%84%D9%87-%D9%85%D9%86%D9%87%D8%A7-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B3%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%85%D8%A9-%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%81%D9%8A%D8%A9/page2&s=218db095ec09d40938042afe7cfaa66
Iran taking over Madinah & al-Mahdi fleeing to Makkah:

After the conflict in the Arabian Peninsula, it is likely that the Islamic State will enter and take over huge areas of land but continue its fight against the Shi’a and neighbouring puppet regimes. If we look from the dreams’ perspective, then it seems the Mahdi will flee from Madinah (because of the Shi’a taking over it and tribes causing harm there) and al-Mahdi finds safety in Makkah.

When al-Mahdi is in Makkah, a voice will shout that he truly is al-Mahdi (the guided one to lead all Muslims.) Then the best men of Iraq and the best worshippers in al-Sham (Greater Syria) will pledge allegiance to al-Mahdi according to the Prophetic sayings in Makkah.

Here they could announce the Caliphate clearly to all Muslims and gain legitimacy from around the entire Muslim world (the Saudi government would not be there to stop them since it will have been destroyed by now.) No shi’a will have an excuse to deny the true Mahdi in this time period because the Mahdi will be in their presence. So they will have to accept him (and become Sunnis’[followers of the Sunnah (Prophetic way)] as a result) or be fought all the way to the heartland of Iran/persia. All this could possibly happen surrounding the year 2020, and the attack on the Saudi kingdom may begin in 2017 if we look at the dates on the hadeeth and also dreams mentioned earlier.

After both Arabia and Iran (Persia) have been conquered, Muslims will march on towards Europe (Rome) to retake back al-Andalus (Spain), and also Turkey, and also Rome, Italy (the capital of Europe).
**DID YOU KNOW:**

**European and Western Muslims in Syria:** Western governments have reported that over 1000 Muslims have left their countries of residence to join the struggle in Syria against the Bashar al Assad regime. The governments are afraid that the European Muslims will learn combat skills abroad by extremist groups and begin to cause destruction in the West once they return.

The background behind this is because counter-terrorism experts say that non-practising Muslims usually be parts of drug gangs, and drug gangs have access to people who sell weapons and guns. Once such a Muslim becomes a ‘practising/adhering’ Muslim and starts to follow Islam, they see that Western powers are at war with Muslim countries. With this person knowing where to get weapons from (from drug dealers contacts’), he may become extreme enough to commit acts of terrorism to seek revenge against his government. Similarly, any Muslim who has gone abroad in warzones may become radicalized and learn how to make explosives. He may then commit terrorism in the European, Australian or American country after he returns.

The governments are in a strong dilemma as to what they can do to those Muslims who return back from warzones. They have arrested a few Muslims who did return from Syria already, and have began to make laws to make it a crime. Below are some proposals which have been made and in some cases implemented:

* Keep a close eye on extremist groups training camps, and also on social networks. If a person adds photos of themselves on Facebook with members of an extremist group, then that is a clear proof that you will be jailed when you return. (A Muslim convert called Eric Harroun who took photos with Jabhat al Nusra while holding guns, and adding his pics on Facebook has been jailed when he returned to the USA. He could even get a life sentence in jail). [April 2013 ]

* Theresa May in the UK proposed (April 2013 ) that UK residents who train in terrorist training camps should have their passports revoked/cancelled, even if they were born in the UK. This means if in the UK, they can never leave, and if abroad – they can never come back. There are cases in Somali where Muslim youth accused of joining Harakat al-Shabab al Mujahideen (an Islamism Jihadi group) had a letter sent to the boys parents house, it said their son’s nationality in the UK had been removed. Some time later, it was found he had been captured in secret prisons, then extradited to the USA. He was not a UK citizen anymore, so the British government had no responsibility to try to free him from the US government. Other ‘ex’-UK citizens have been killed in Somalia through drones for allegedly joining al-Shabab.

* In Australia it is a crime to fight war in another country for any group whatsoever. Nearly all Western countries are hoping to introduce this law to prevent people from joining resistance groups in other countries.

* A Muslim man from California, in his 20s was arrested (in April 2013 ) for wanting to join Jabhat al Nusra. He joined a 'Jihadi recruiting' website (made by undercover FBI agents) and told them he had no combat experience, but he still wanted to join them in Syria 'to help the Ummah' (Muslim nation). He was arrested and may spend upto 20years in prison for intending to 'provide material support to terrorists'. ISIS does not recruit people online, it only gives 'guidance' through general articles online, and expects people to do 'lone wolf' (individual) attacks in countries who are at war with Muslims, or the recruits would join ISIS directly in a Muslim land like Syria where they have a strong presence. In the West (or where ISIS has a small presence), ISIS does not recruit random people for its own security and safety, and if some individual did, they would either be a really ignorant Muslim who doesn't understand security, or a spy who wants to see how you respond and
'set you up' so you also become a spy (through blackmail), or the alternative which is prison.

If Muslims travel to other countries for such purposes, then it is better if they always keep a low profile, and that they do not return. They should keep a low profile avoid video recordings of themselves which could be uploaded by anyone on Youtube and recognised by governments. Families who have relatives who have gone abroad should also not phone or electronically (email, phone, skype) them because it is likely that the conversations are being recorded and made as cases against you. The best method would not be suspicious from the beginning, and to travel abroad and then find methods to communicate. The longer the Muslims delay in leaving the West, the more difficult it would be for them in the future.

Fear of Rome (Europe) against the Islamic State:

RT.com - 17th August 2014:

In a strongly-worded article published in The Sunday Telegraph, David Cameron warned (in the Telegraph newspaper) that if the Islamic State grows stronger and creates a caliphate in the Middle East, the group would project threat to Europe.

“If we do not act to stem the onslaught of this exceptionally dangerous terrorist movement, it will only grow stronger until it can target us on the streets of Britain. We already know that it has the murderous intent,” he said.

Cameron, who has been criticized for the coalition government’s cautious approach to the security crisis in Iraq, called the fight against IS “a generational struggle against a poisonous and extremist ideology” adding that it may take “the rest of my political lifetime.”
Why haven't the Islamic State gone to war with Israel yet?

Written by: https://twitter.com/AbuUmar8246 (now @AlAnsarialjanab)


To answer the question about why ISIS have not attacked Israel yet, let me explain the views of ISIS regarding the liberation of Bayt Al-Maqdis and what their plans are.

We start off with the speech by the Islamic State spokesman, Abu Muhammad Al-Adnaani. In a speech released in July 2013, he stated:

"We will not rest until every single Muslim is freed from the Tawāghit (tyrants), al-Quds (Jerusalem), al-Andalus (Spain) are returned and we conquer Rome (Italy)"


You can find the speech on youtube here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RP-zOreeIE&feature=youtu.be (from 4:13)

It's an ISIS policy to liberate Al-Quds. Further proof of this is found in more recent statements. For example, this statement taken from the ISIS video (speech by Abu Muhammad al-Adnani): "This was never our manhaj and never will be":

Allah favoured us and opened for us the door to Jihad in Iraq, and so the Muhārijin (emigrants) raced to come and they flocked from all sides, and thus the flag of Tawḥīd was raised, and the market of Jihad was established, and a small group of Muhārijin and the Anṣār (supporters) engaged the mightiest force known by history with outdated equipment, with bare chests, confident of Allah’s victory, determined to establish the Law of Allah. Their bodies in Iraq, their souls in the imprisoned city of Makkah, their hearts in Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem), and their eyes upon Rome.

As well as from the video "He will surely establish for them their religion which He has preferred for them":

So O lions in Anbār, Nineveh, Ṣalāhuddīn, Kirkūk, Diyālī, Baghdād and the south, continue to expand and to redefine the maps. For verily today you complete the hope of the oppressed in all lands, and verily the prisoners await you in Baghdād, in Rūmıyıyah (Lebanon), in Aleppo, in Al-Ḥa’ir (Saudi Arabia) and in Abū Za’abal (Egypt). And verily you have an appointment in Baghdād, in Damascus, in Al-Quds (Jerusalem), in Makkah and in Madīnah. Verily you have an appointment in Dābiq, in Al-Ghūṭah, and in Ar-Rūm inshā’Allāh.

As well as the recent statement after the declaration of the Khilafah. On the 1st of Ramadan 1435, Khalīfah Ibrahim (Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi) said:

Women who have lost their children are weeping. Masājid (plural of masjid) are desecrated and sanctities are violated. Muslims’ rights are forcibly seized in China, India, Palestine, Somalia, the
Arabian Peninsula, the Caucasus, Shām (the Levant), Egypt, Iraq, Indonesia, Afghanistan, the Philippines, Ahvaz, Iran [by the rāfidah (shia)], Pakistan, Tunisia, Libya, Algeria and Morocco, in the East and in the West.

So raise your ambitions, O soldiers of the Islamic State! For your brothers all over the world are waiting for your rescue, and are anticipating your brigades. It is enough for you to just look at the scenes that have reached you from Central Africa, and from Burma before that. What is hidden from us is far worse.

So by Allah, we will take revenge! By Allah, we will take revenge! Even if it takes a while, we will take revenge, and every amount of harm against the ummah will be responded to with multitudes more against the perpetrator.

See also this statement from one of the Kosovo Albanian commanders in ISIS:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBKeO_g6tRo

The Islamic State (ISIS) also have branches in Gaza. Although they have not engaged in sustained campaigns yet against Israel due to issues with Hamas and logistics supplies and entry routes for fighters, these groups continue to work in Gaza and Palestinian refugee camps training Palestinian mujahideen in fighting, getting them experience of fighting and bomb-making in Syria and Iraq, as well as cementing the position of ISIS in Gaza:
https://twitter.com/dawlaanoor
https://twitter.com/dawla_gaza

Then there are the words of ISIS fighters:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jD146Rx80k&t=4m30s
So why hasn’t the Islamic State gone into Gaza with weapons?

The Islamic State position is that they want to consolidate their positions in Syria and Iraq before they move into Jordan and Lebanon. This is because it is well-known that fighting Israel in a full-scale war with proper weapons of war as ISIS have is not possible if they do not take over Jordan, and possibly Lebanon. This is because they need that land to transport their heavy weaponry such as their tanks, howitzers, hummers, APCs, bomb-making engineering workshops and associated machinery, and of course, their soldiers.

Its well-known however that Jordan and Lebanon are client states of America and that they have secret agreements with Israel to protect Israel from "terrorists", so any full-scale war on ISIS would be hampered by the Jordanian and Lebanese army attacking ISIS from behind. So it makes sense to get rid of those regimes first before fighting Israel face-to-face. And we know this will happen as the ahadith say we will fight the Dajjal in the Israeli city of Lod.

We look to the example of Salah ad-Din (RH) who did not fight the Crusaders until he conquered what is now Syria and the Mesopotamian areas such as Jazira from the Muslim Zenghid Dynasty. This is because the Muslims, like now, were not united and the jamaah of the Muslims was not one, and we could not fight the Crusaders unless we had a united front. One Muslim leader who had the intent but not the land and resources (Salah ad-Din), and another Muslim leader in Damascus who had the land and resources, but did not want to disrupt the status quo and did not want to jeopardise his power and lifestyle for the sake of liberating Bayt Al-Maqdis.

We need to unite the Muslims lands of Sham and Iraq as a united front, and only then can we fight Israel in a full-scale war and liberate Bayt Al-Maqdis (Jerusalem).
SUMMARY:

In 2002, America invaded Iraq under the excuse of ‘weapons of mass destruction’. Saddam Hussein would lose power, and an Islamic insurgency would begin to repel the invaders. Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi (a veteran in the Afghan Jihad) would form a group called Tawheed wa-l Jihad (Monotheism/Unity and Jihad). They would use guerrilla hit and run tactics to target the Americans, and they gained many successes.

As the insurgency spread, and he got more recruits, he pledged allegiance to Shaykh Osama bin Laden and changed the name to Al Qa’idah fi Balad al-Rafidayn (The base of Jihad in the Land of the 2 Rivers, also known as Al Qa’idah Iraq [AQI]). As the group gained successes, the Americans gave the Shi’a governmental positions, and paid spies from the Sunni tribes who would tell the Americans where the insurgency leadership was located. Due to treachery, he was martyred in 2006 through an American airstrike. Many mujahideen groups began to unite during this time period, and formed the Majlis al-Shura al Mujahideen (MSM) [a Joint committee for all Iraqi Mujahideen leaders].

In around 2006, a descendant of Prophet Muhammad (saws) called Abu Umar al-Baghdadi and Abu Hamza al-Muhajir took the leadership role after, changing the group from AQI and MSM into ‘The Islamic State of Iraq’. They felt they were ready to announce a state in parts of Iraq which they had liberated. But due to treachery again, they too would be killed by an airstrike. Abu Umar had already recommended that Abu Du’a, aka Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi take the leadership role after him. Abu Bakr was also a descendant of Prophet Muhammad (saws), from the Quraysh, from the lineage of al-Hussein ibn Ali ibn Abi Talib.

In 2010, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi continued to maintain the Islamic State of Iraq while it was weak due to a loss of leadership and spies everywhere. Suddenly the Syrian revolution began next door. Abu Bakr sent one of his men – Abu Muhammad al-Jawlani to Syria to support the oppressed Sunni Muslims of Syria, and to break the artificial Sykes-Picot borders between Iraq and Syria. Abu Bakr would send half his men, money and weapons into Syria to form a temporary group called Jabhat al-Nusra (the Victory Front) [JaN]. Abu Bakr intended to send this group to fight the tyrant criminal Shi’a Kafir regime of Bashar al-Assad. Jabhat al-Nusra gained many successes and became the most elite group who spearheaded most victories for Sunnis’ in Syria.

In early 2013 – Abu Bakr al Baghdadi decided to merge the Islamic State of Iraq with his Syrian extension Jabhat al-Nusra, by announcing ‘the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (Greater Syria)’. From here, they would only get stronger because now they had two bases (Iraq AND Syria), and from now they could avenge the traitors and defeat the Kafir regimes. The majority of fighters from
Jabhat al-Nusrah joined the Islamic State, while others remained in Jabhat al-Nusrah. There was a rift between the leadership, but we hope they will unite in the near future.

Since the time of Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi (2002) and Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (2014), there have been 40,000+ shuhadaa (martyrs) who have given their souls to establish the Islamic Caliphate. Their aim? To take over the entire world under a Global Caliphate (Khilafah) within 100 years, as per the saying of Prophet Muhammad (saws); ‘Islam will enter every household.’ This can only happen through fighting global tyranny, until the true message of Islam can reach every home…

**Dawlat-ul Islam! Baaqiyah!**
(The Islamic State – will remain and grow, by the permission of Allah).
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@EnterTheTruthCo | #TheLightRevelations

To visit a user’s page, type for example: Twitter.com/ShamiWitness

Note: It is recommended you download the TOR (anonymous) browser before contacting anyone. Also remember that you can make a Twitter account without a real email address (no email validation is needed)

Green people in the list sometimes help people get into Syria.

If a person lives in a country where the people are spied on, they usually travel to an indirect country for holiday (i.e. Cyprus), and then from Cyprus go into Turkey to get into Syria. They do not go direct to Turkey or Syria since they will be exposed. Then they can live in a hotel in Turkey (near: Hatay) and contact a person in Syria with private Twitter or kik messages to meet with them when they go through the border of Syria (usually Baab al-Salaamah). All the way, they do not tell other people their real intentions, even when entered into Syria until they are sure of who they are talking to. Dua & trust in Allah is needed a lot.
Must Watch Videos

#TheLightRevelations (Series): his latest videos summarise all events about the Caliphate in Syria in a positive light. Quality and dramatic, Highly Recommended. Links to videos can be found at: https://twitter.com/EnterTheTruthCo

Saleel al Sawaarim 4 - http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=17e_1400955192 (note: liveleak contains a lot of offensive users so avoid reading comments)
The Unsheathing of the Swords 4 (1 hour long) has been described as the ‘best Jihadi vid’ ever released (Released: 2014). It shows high quality, dramatic battles (drive by’s, shootouts, raids etc) fought by the Islamic State against the Kafir governments in both Iraq and Syria. Tip: Rumours are Saleel al Sawaarim 5 is in the making.

1st public Khutbah of Shaykh Ibrahim Abu Bakr al-Qurayshi al-Husseini al-Baghdadi in Mosul (6th Ramadan): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itu6NhED9Yk (English translations are also online on youtube)
This video got 1million hits on Youtube on the first day it was released! Muslims from around the world wanted to know how the new Caliph looked like, this video shows him wearing black clothes (similar to the Abbasid dynasty who were Caliphs of Islam for over 500 years (their rule from Iraq, Baghdad).

End of Sykes-Picot: A video released by the Islamic State to show its successes after breaking the borders between Iraq and Syria. [language: English.] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyM0_svSh88

#AlHayat Media – Abu Muslim al-Kanadi: a high quality video of a brother from Canada who got shaheed. He also leaves a message in English and invites skilled Muslims to join help build the Islamic State.
http://youtube.com/watch?v=nOoO2mqvS8w

Eid Greetings from the Land of Khilafah: a high quality video showing the fun of Eid in the Islamic State. Language: English and other languages (with English subtitles!)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTd1_iuWobk

VICE Documentary: The Islamic State (1 hour documentary - English) – the Islamic State gave VICE news direct access to the Islamic State. The documentary shows life of Muslims under the Islamic State. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUjHb4C7b94

Searchable Keywords on youtube and twitter: ارض الملاحم (Ard al Malahim – meaning; ‘from the Land of the End Time Wars’ [Syria]). This (nawatifd min ard al malahim) is a series of short high quality videos released by the Islamic State since its stay in Syria.
All Videos of the Islamic State from 2007-2013: http://justpaste.it/furq07
-FURTHER READING-


All magazines of this series can be found here:
http://justpaste.it/hayat01
Another photo of a martyr from the Islamic State – smiling because he saw his place in Paradise before death.

Note: he probably never had a beard due to war deception. (he was killed in Ghouta, Damascus, a regime stronghold, which explains why he doesn't have a beard but the earlier brother does.)
We are marching towards you O Aqsa! (Palestine!)
Order of Conquests before the Global Caliphate:

"تَعْرُونَ جَزِيرَةَ الْعَرَبِ فَيَفْتَحُهَا اللَّهُ ثُمَّ فَارِسَ فَيَفْتَحُهَا اللَّهُ ثُمَّ تَعْرُونَ الْمُرْوِمَ فَيَفْتَحُهَا اللَّهُ ثُمَّ تَعْرُونَ الدِّجَالَ فَيَفْتَحُهَا اللَّهُ"

He (Allah's Messenger) said: You will attack:

(1): Arabia and Allah will enable you to conquer it, then you would attack
(2): Persia (Iran) and He would make you to conquer it. Then you would attack
(3): Rome (Italy) & Allah will enable you to conquer it, then you would attack the
(4): Dajjal (Israel [Bayt al-Maqdis - Jerusalem]) and Allah will enable you to conquer
him.

[Sahih Muslim, Kitab ul-Fitan #2900]

Abu Muhammad al-Adnani, the spokesman of the Islamic State said:

"Our bodies in Iraq, our souls in Makkah, our hearts in Bayt Al-Maqdis and our eyes on Rome"
"So let the world know that we are living today in a new era!

the time has come for you to free yourself from the shackles of weakness."

The Muslims today have a loud, thundering statement, and possess heavy boots. They have a statement that will cause the world to hear and understand..

- Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi

THE REVIVED CALIPHATE

1435 Hijri / 2014 CE